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MAKERS AND FURNISHERS OF THE FINEST 
CONSERVATORIES AND ORANGERIES.

CONSERVATORY FURNITURE, 
LIGHTING & ACCESSORIES

www.interiorsbyvale.com

+44 (0)1476 564433
www.valegardenhouses.com
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OXFORDSHIRE | 01491 641115
HIGH STREET . NETTLEBED

DORSET | 01202 884613
LEIGH ROAD . WIMBORNE MINSTER

LONDON | 020 7610 9597
608 KING’S ROAD

AN EVENING TALK BY STEPHEN CHURCH

The English Cabinetmaker
Stephen is a master cabinet maker and will be speaking on the research and 

process to create authentic current day furniture inspired by original classics.

WEDNESDAY 16TH SEPTEMBER from 7pm onwards
at our Wimborne Minster showroom, Dorset

ADVANCED BOOKING REQUIRED £5 PER PERSON  CALL 01202 884613
All proceeds donated to Wholechild, a charity improving the lives of children worldwide

VIEW THE ENGLISH CABINETMAKER COLLECTION AT
WWW.BRIGHTSOFNETTLEBED.CO.UK

THIRD GENERATION CLASSICAL FURNITURE SPECIALIST WITH 1,600 DESIGNS IN STOCK
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desirable villages

STYLE SECRETS
Nicky Haslam, Joanna Wood, Atlanta Bartlett &  
Sasha Schwerdt on achieving informal yet elegant schemes
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J
ust when you think you have finally decided upon a 
colour scheme, or a new fabric for your curtains or for 
your sofa upholstery, a chance sighting of a new ‘love 
interest’ can give cause to wobble in the certainty of 

your original choice. As many of us are aware, this is an 
all-too-familiar dichotomy of decorating; the paralysis of 
indecision can be both pleasurable and painful. On the one 
hand, it offers more excuses to enjoy rifling through yet more 
delicious fabrics... But on the other, it means yet another delay 
to the room scheme you imagined would be finished months 
ago. My husband will sagely shake his head knowing that whilst 
I am decisively helpful for friends, such an occurrence is an 
occupational hazard when it comes to decorating our home.

If the thought of such diversion fills you with concern, I must 
advise you to get a family member to read the rest of this issue 
before you do! Ask them to paperclip together the pages of our 
special section on the latest fabric and wallpaper collections, for 
here lies temptation in abundance. Skip instead to our 
directional design feature (page 70) for a focused look on how 
to use new rich hues of teal and copper. Or turn to Mary 
Carroll’s reassuringly calm advice on choosing just the right 
flooring (page 90), to help you with your decorating search.

If, like me, you simply cannot resist the temptations of the 
inspirational colours, patterns and textures of the new 
launches, then let me at least hope that we have managed to 
highlight your FINAL choice in our curation. Well, at least 
until the next edition of The English Home... 
 

With warm regards,

Behind the scenes
Outside of work hours I have been enjoying......

• Visiting gardens at Sissinghurst and Great Dixter.  
I loved the elegant formality of the colour-themed 
spaces at Sissinghurst and the exuberant euphoria of 
planting at Great Dixter, where pathways were barely 
discernible and colour-clashing fires the senses. Most 
of all, I envied Vita Sackville-West’s secluded and 
inviting writing room within a fairytale tower.
• Delicious food: at the George in Rye – a welcoming 
gastro-pub/hotel with country-flavoured interiors. 
• Serendipitously meeting the lovely Georgia 
Hinchcliffe, when I was guest at a village ball, and 
learning of her impassioned resurrection of her late 
father’s talents with a new product range and a family 
ceramics business (discover the story on page 146).
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A letter from home

Kerryn Harper-Cuss, Editor
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Finely Crafted English Furniture
The Ebury Collection from Arthur Brett – a new transitional collection 
featuring radial Burr Maple Veneers with Pewter Inlays and Brushed 

Steel Fittings. Derived from over one hundred and fifty years of creative 
experience and ideally suited to classic contemporary interiors.

Corporate  |  Residential  |  Hotels  |  Yachts

Arthur Brett
103 Pimlico Road, London SW1W 8PH

Tel: 0207 730 7304  enquiries@arthurbrett.com
www.arthurbrett.com

ArthurBrett_EnglishHome_FP230x300.indd   1 21/08/2015   15:03
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Enjoy The English Home 
every month in the format 

that you choose:
SUBSCRIBE to The English Home today  

and receive the next 12 issues of the  
very best in English design and lifestyle  

for just £37.50 (usually £54.50)  
SAVING OVER 40% off the  

usual subscription price – including  
FREE postage to your home
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Make yourself at �ome

Create your own designs at neptune.com

Stores nationwide

Create a kitchen where the welcome is warm, cooking is a joy and everyone loves to gather

Suffolk kitchen lovingly hand-painted in Charcoal with brass handles and perfectly irregular Elcot tiles.

Corinium lidded jar and serving platter from £36
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As the leaves crisp and the fruits turn a mellowed 
hue, employ natural finishes and soothing textures  
to create a cosy and elegant interior haven 

HOMEComforts

Sweet dreams
Colourfully painted shutters add gravitas to a modern 
scheme whilst retaining a fresh, contemporary feel. 
This soft, pink tone helps tie the room scheme 
together; althought a contrasting colour would make a 
dramatic feature of the window. Full-height solid 
shutters work particularly well in bedrooms as they 
block out all the light when closed and keep the heat 
from escaping. 
Full-height solid shutters in Dulux Sicilian Summer 6, 
from £165 for a square metre; example shown in 
Phoenix Wood, £230 a sqare metre, The Shutter Store 
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Comforts Subtle palette
The Padstow carpet collection 
from Brintons is ideal for 
creating interest with a gently 
coloured pattern. The pastel 
backdrop is balanced by the 
dance of soft grey polka dots 
moving across the floor to bring 
an engaging sense of rhythm. 
Padstow in surf spots, £75 for  
a square metre, Brintons

Burnished bright
A copper finish gives this 
contemporary floor lamp a more 
traditional aura. Placed against  
a white wall, it instantly 
transforms the pale background 
with a rich and inviting warmth. 
Copper floor lamp, £149.95, 
Rigby & Mac

Texture and pattern
Made from reclaimed teak, this 
board has a tactile quality and 
delivers the amusing message 
‘You are what you eat’. 
Reclaimed teak chopping board, 
£50; wooden apple, £11.25; 
wooden accessories from £6.25; 
knife, £5, all Posh Graffiti

CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT
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Request your brochure:
Call 01255 831605

or go to: www.albionbathco.com

What makes an Albion Bath unique?
Our exclusive Iso Enamel material creates a di�erence you can feel....

ALBION
Handmade bathrooms directly from our factory

Take a look at our hand made baths and bathroom suites. Formulated from our 

unique Iso-Enamel material, an Albion bath has all the qualities of cast iron but 

without the drawbacks, such as extreme weight and heat loss. With over 50 different 

models to choose from, we’ll have you spoilt for choice. Remember, its not just 

baths that we are known for - choose from classical or modern bathroom collections 

including taps, showers and fine sanitaryware. Your new bathroom awaits.

Origine single & double ended baths shown

FP English Homes Oct '15.indd   1 04/08/2015   16:38
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Small things
This smart little oak stool is 
unlikely to be just for show; from 
sitting on to balancing shopping 
on, it is useful for many daily tasks.    
Clockhouse Stool, £95, Garden 
Trading 

Comforting colour
The vibrant purple splashes on 
this tableware exude a rich and 
cosy feel, perfect for a hearty 
week-night supper. 
Canteen Splash crockery, from 
£6, John Lewis

Characterful  grain
Bespoke furniture makers 
Podesta advise that ‘natural 
wood warms the heart of a busy 
home.’ This phrase brings to 
mind a kitchen, but it could 
equally be applied to a utility 
room, too, where English oak 
cupboards have a visual beauty, 
and provide practical storage.
Utility room units, from £3,750, 
Podesta

Fresh direction
David Seyfried has reinvigorated 
a classic occasional chair with an 
adventurous fabric to bring a 
smattering of vibrancy to 
familiar comfort.  
Cadogan chair, £1,800,  
David Seyfried

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
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Tinged with bronze
Copper is a strong presence in 
this year’s collections. Here, Laura 
Ashley’s bronze Lux range creates 
a sophisticated mood using russet 
tones in a sitting room. Try 
updating a scheme with a few 
softer copper accessories, such as 
a marbled cushion, to lift a sofa 
with a sense of exotic interest.
Langham sofa in Annelise copper, 
£1800; Malory mirror £350; 
Alexander gold wallpaper, £44  
a roll, all Laura Ashley 

Fabricated embellishment
Transform the beauty of a plain 
cushion by adding a border in  
an eye-catching trim.
Aristotle Greek key seen on 
cushion and window seat, from 
£46 a metre (narrow) and from 
£60 a metre (wide), Samuel  
and Sons 

Spoonfuls of choice
These vintage English jam spoons 
can be personalised with initials or 
a word up to 10 characters long. 
Personalised vintage jam spoon, 
£18.50, The Cutlery Commission  n

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT
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GEORGIAN INTERIOR DESIGN SPECIALISTS

www.lathaminteriors.co.uk
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IN FULL LEAF
A stroll through gold can be good for the soul when the 

autumn light is right and the leaves whisper in the wind. 
England offers vast acres of woodland to enjoy. The 

Woodland Trust owns and protects hundreds of woods and 
recommends Hucking Estate, near Maidstone, Kent, and 

Nidd Gorge near Knaresborough, North Yorkshire (made up 
of five woods), amongst its top ten British woods for autumn 

colour. Here, we take inspiration from the season for 
accessories with a gold and leafy theme.

Petal side 
table, £880, 
Paolo 
Moschino for 
Nicholas 
Haslam

Coppice Autumn print, £70, Neptune

Lady Fern cushion,  
white/olive, £45, Clarissa 
Hulse at John Lewis

Gilt leaf drinks coaster,  
£7.50 each, Joanna Wood

Grey hand blocked 
40cm diameter 
shade, £55, Pooky

India Jane 
Palm Leaf 
stick lamp 
base in nickel, 
£150,  
John Lewis

Tree of Life bed, from 
£1,625, And so to Bed

Botanical floral jug, £10, Dee 
Hardwicke, National Trust collection

Oak Leaf Wine 
Coaster, £102.67,  
Oscar De La Renta 
at Amara

Camelia radiator, £1,192.50,  
The Radiator Centre 
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www.mylands.co.uk

Colours of London® 

Traditional craftsmanship  
and finest quality from  

London’s oldest paint maker

New colours launching September

Untitled-6   1 04/08/2015   16:27

http://www.mylands.co.uk


Order online at: mandarinstone.com Or visit one of our inspirational showrooms: 
Bath Bristol Cambridge Cardi�  Cheltenham Exeter Marlow Monmouth Weybridge Wilmslow

Untitled-77   1 24/08/2015   09:49
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Diary – events worth noting

the design makers ‘Handmade at Kew’ 
exhibition champions smaller, independent 
retailers in an outdoor fair made possible 
through collaboration between the Royal 
Botanic Gardens and Handmade in 
Britain. Over 150 designer-makers from all 
disciplines, including textiles, ceramics, 
glass and furniture, will be present. 
8-11 October, handmadeinbritain.co.uk

ceramics on show The best  
in contemporary ceramics  
is celebrated at the British 
Ceramics Biennial, the 
largest ceramics festival in 
the UK, held in Stoke-on-
Trent. Expect exhibitions, 
special events and 
installations. 
26 September to 8 November, 
britishceramicsbiennial.com

liberty at large At the 
Fashion and Textile Museum, 
London, visit ‘Liberty in 
Fashion’ which explores the 
influence of the store over the 
course of its 140 years. Subjects 
range from Orientalism and 
Art Nouveau to Jean Muir and 
Cacharel 
9 October to 28 February 2016, ftmlondon.org

NOTEBOOK

Landscapes of the 
National Trust, by 
Stephen Daniels, 
Ben Cowell and 
Lucy Veale (£30, 
Quarto)

Since its founding in 1895, the National 
Trust has come into possession of some  
of the most scenic landscapes in the British 
Isles. This new release, which coincides 
with the 120th anniversary of the 
organisation, considers the great range  
of landscapes within both historical and 
contemporary contexts. 

Our monthly digest of inside information on people, places and pursuits 

T H E  E N G L I S H  H O M E

Few activities are as pleasurable at 
this time of year than a walk in the 
woods, where the low light shafting 
through trees, the squawk of a 
pheasant unseen and a hint of 
woodsmoke on the air leave no 
doubt as to the season. 
   Stout boots and comfortable socks 
are almost as important as a good 
map when it comes to walking. 
Pantherella has been producing socks 

from a factory in Leicestershire since 
1937 — find them at Harrods, Liberty 
and Selfridges. Meanwhile on the 
high street, Brora, Barbour and Toast 
can usually be relied upon for a small 
selection of well-made woollen socks, 
as can country outfitters such as 
Cordings, Purdey and Oliver Brown.  
pantherella.com; barbour.co.uk; 
brora.co.uk; toast.co.uk; cordings.co.uk; 
purdey.co.uk; oliverbrown.org.uk

Into the Woods

A Good Read

PURSUITS
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Chris Glendinning
Three cheers to Chris Glendinning, 
master engraver, who came out of  
genteel retirement to create a new 
engraving for the design of Burleigh’s 
Regal Peacock. First released in 1913, 
the Regal Peacock is one of the most 
popular designs at Burleigh. Rather 
than use a digital scan of the design, 
Glendinning was hired to engrave a 
traditional copper plate by hand, a job 
which took an estimated 1,911 hours 
to complete. Burleigh is the last pottery 
in the world to use the method of 
tissue-paper transfer printing, where 
the print of the design is transferred 
from copper rollers and applied to the 
ware by hand. Each piece passes 
through 25 people, from clay to cup.
burleigh.co.uk

Katie Leamon
Distribution through Liberty, Selfridges and 
Paperchase would be a dream come true for  
any stationery designer, not least Katie Leamon. 
The designer is already well-known for her 
hand-printed designs that evoke a sense of 
nostalgia.  But if that were not enough, Leamon 
was recently commissioned by Harrods to create  
a new range for the department store’s revamped 
stationery hall. The exclusive marbled 
monochromed collection features an array  
of coordinated gold-foiled alphabet greeting 
cards, wrapping papers and matching gift tags.  
katieleamon.com, harrods.com

The remarkable degree of skill involved in making a fine piece of 
marquetry is apparent when one considers even the smallest item 
from Linley, the design studio on the Pimlico Road that has David, 
Viscount Linley at the helm. To mark 30 years in business this year, 
Linley has launched a collection representing the great range of work 
the company produces, from small wooden owls attached to a key 
ring, to grand humidors that are replicas of landmark buildings. 
Sought after for long-lasting, understated design, Linley also offers  
a bespoke kitchen-design service and a custom design consultancy 
for super yacht interiors. davidlinley.com  

David Linley



PEOPLE
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A spot of fly fishing or a 
walk in the Peak District 
might be rounded off with a 
stay at The Peacock at 
Rowsley, Derbyshire. Part of 
the Haddon Estate and 
once the dower house for 
Haddon Hall, The Peacock 
is owned by Lord and Lady 
Manners. It is an intimate 
country hotel with just 15 
bedrooms, making it ideal 
for hiring out for a special 
occasion. Fine dining is also 
on offer, whilst the green 
fingered might appreciate 
the garden which was 
designed by Arne Maynard. 
Exclusive guided tours of 
Haddon Hall and 
Chatsworth House, nearby, 
are worth investigation. 
thepeacockatrowsley.com; 
haddonhall.co.uk  

The Peacock 
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Cheltenham
A highlight of the literary calendar in autumn is the 
Cheltenham Literature Festival, when writers and thinkers 
descend upon the town’s elegant Regency squares to consider 
matters great and small. This year, Nigel Lawson, Gus  
O’Donnell and Alistair Darling will explain ‘How to Write  
a Budget’, whilst those less inclined towards economics might 
enjoy the six Booker Prize winners scheduled to speak: John 
Banville, Julian Barnes, Anne Enright, Peter Carey, Pat Barker 
and Salman Rushdie. 2-11 October, cheltenhamfestivals.com  n

Daylesford Organic
Visitors to the Cotswold village of Kingham, Gloucestershire, 
will know well Daylesford Organic, the contemporary farmshop 
founded by Carole Bamford. Inspired at first by a grass-roots 
organic farming movement, Bamford set about aligning her 
own properties with organic practice before launching 
Daylesford Organic farm shop in 2002. Today it also 
encompasses Bamford, a clothing and bath and body collection 
and has grown to include branches in Pimlico, Marylebone, 
Notting Hill, and a concession in Selfridges. daylesford.com
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Arcad ia
For more in format ion and to order samples  p lease v i s i t  www. l inwoodfabr ic .com

http://www.linwoodfabric.com


OF ARCADIA
PursuitIN

 Former fashion buyer at Christian Lecroix, Anna de Keyser 
has used her stylistic talents to  transform a former rental 

property into an exquisite Oxfordshire home

FEATURE AND STYLING ANN BROAD PHOTOGRAPHY COLIN POOLE
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Anna’s blend of antiques, vintage 
textiles and painted furniture has 
created a sumptuous feel in her 
sitting room. “Since living here, I have 
learned how to make curtains”. For 
similar cushions in vintage fabrics, try 
The Fountayne Interiors, whilst French 
Finds sells similar antique mirrors. 

THE ENGLISH HOME 27
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When Anna de Keyser moved into  
her home in 2010, it was for a  
rental period of just six months. 
Today, she is still happily settled  

in this Grade II listed Oxfordshire home with its 
elegant and time-worn furniture and paintings  
which adorn a welcoming interior. 

“I was looking for a change of lifestyle and leaving 
London became the obvious solution,”she says. “I 
thought I would rent initially, before looking for 
somewhere to buy and I have always liked Oxfordshire. 
As a child growing up in neighbouring Warwickshire,  
I visited the Cotswolds with my parents and I have 
fond memories of the area.” Anna searched the county 
for a rental property, eventually finding the house, 
once part of a large farm, in a small village, thirty miles 
west of the historic city of Oxford. Set in an idyllic 

rural location, the Cotswold stone property has an 
enchanting, period feel, unspoilt by past owners, but  
it was in need of some care and attention. On first 
viewing, Anna fell in love with the house and its large, 
established garden. “As soon as I saw the interior, I 
thought it was charming. There were still many of the 
original features intact. I immediately felt it was just 
the house I had been looking for,” recalls Anna.  
“Over the next few months, I constantly asked the 
landlord if he would consider selling it to me and, 
eventually, I am delighted to say, he agreed.”

The house had suffered from being a rental property 
for over ten years, so Anna set about updating and 
improving each room. “I removed the carpets 
downstairs to reveal a parquet floor, which, after 
sanding, returned to its original, warm, golden finish,” 
she reveals. “My next task was to strip the wallpaper 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE Newly installed 
kitchen cabinets 
provide extra storage 
whilst leaving sufficient 
space for a table and 
chairs. “I like the fresh 
and inviting atmosphere 
now,” Anna says. 
Having spent years 
collecting vintage 
items, Anna houses her 
collection of pretty 
china in a cabinet 
painted in French Linen 
and Antoinette chalk 
paint, from Annie Sloan.
Lunch being served on 
Anna’s favourite, pink 
china plates. 
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in every room; I then worked my way systematically 
through the house, painting throughout.” 

With a background in the fashion industry as  
a buyer for Christian Lacroix, Anna has travelled 
extensively. “The countries I have visited influenced 
my home and the pieces I have bought along the way,” 
she smiles. “It is a fusion of vintage, antique and a 
rustic country style, with items purchased on various 
trips abroad and here, locally.” 

Moving from a Georgian townhouse in London, 
Anna brought with her a collection of antique 
furniture and family heirlooms. “This is quite a 
contrast to my previous home; I wanted to blend  
and enhance the interior with items I already owned.” 

The farmhouse kitchen has undergone the most 
refurbishment since Anna bought the house. An old 
pantry wall was removed to enlarge the space and  
allow for more storage and a larger food-preparation 

CLOCKWISE  
FROM TOP LEFT A 
timeworn stone floor 
greets visitors to Anna’s 
historic home.
Anna believes the table 
originally came from  
a university college. 
The chandelier forms  
a striking centrepiece in 
the dining room, whilst 
mirrors reflect light to 
create an opulent feel.
Anna has combined 
pieces from her 
previous home with 
hand-painted furniture. 
Creeper-clad stone 
walls provide a fitting 
backdrop for the 
burgeoning garden.

“A fusion of vintage, antique and 
rustic country pieces are a contrast to 

Anna’s previous home”
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area. “A 1970s oak kitchen had been installed at some 
point. It looked so dated and made the room 
extremely dark,” she recalls. The room now has  
a lighter feel with new cupboards, extra work surface 
and a limestone floor. 

Varying shades of Rolling Fog paint by Little Greene 
used throughout, provide the neutral-painted 
background for Anna’s furniture and collectables.  
“I love colour, and my passion for collecting antique 
and vintage items, especially china, has given me a 
great deal of pleasure,” she says. Her unique style  
and attention to detail has developed into a new  
career path for Anna, sourcing furniture, accessories 
and textiles, for friends and family. “I enjoy combining 
antique items, with furniture I have hand-painted  
or upholstered to give a fresh, new look. Friends  
began asking for help with their schemes, so I  
am just in the initial stages of creating an interior 
advice service.”

Retaining the period features of her sixteenth-
century home was paramount in the overall decorating 
scheme. “I had such a good feeling as soon as  
I entered this house,” remembers Anna. “It is 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT The gilded 
chest is an original 
Italian design and 
complements 
perfectly the antique 
French-style bed. 
Anna painted the 
dressing table and 
chair, and used a 
pretty vintage floral 
fabric to cover the 
seat. She bought the 
bedroom chair from a 
flea market in Paris 
and upholstered it in 
pink velvet.
A 1950s, Stanley 
Hagler necklace sits 
beside a vintage 
dressing-table set.
Muted tones of 
off-white, pink and 
grey produce a 
glamorous, nostalgic  
feel to the bedroom.
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enchanting, I felt I simply wanted to improve and update 
where necessary and create a beautiful home.”

 Behind the impressive oak front door, an undulating 
honey-brown stone floor leads to the bright Shaker-style 
kitchen. Shades of deep pink, green and pale grey flow through 
the ground floor, in fabrics and painted furniture and continue 
upstairs into the bedrooms. French Belle Époque-style beds, 
with curved lines and upholstered in aged satin, form an elegant 
centrepiece in each room. “My bedroom has a soft, colour 
palette with French linen, vintage fabric cushions and a silk, 
buttoned headboard; the style I adore,” Anna reveals. 

The pastel shades of the interior are echoed in the garden, 
with Virginia creeper and wisteria providing a backdrop for 
the perennials, shrubs and roses. “My favourite pastime is 
gardening and so I spend a lot time outdoors,” she adds. 
“Luckily the structure was already in place, but I am adding  
to it and continually developing the planting scheme.”

With her passion for the countryside and love of her home, 
Anna has found her perfect location. “I am never leaving,  
I am completely settled here,” she smiles.  n

Anna’s bedroom has 
a nostalgic, 
glamorous feel with 
muted tones of 
off-white, pink and 
grey. Chalk-painted 
furniture gives a 
decorative distressed 
finish in keeping  
with the vintage  
feel of the room.
BELOW The 
demi-corbeille 
French-style bed 
creates a dramatic 
focal point.  

Shades of deep pink, green and 
pale grey flow throughout the 

ground floor
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Surrounded by verdant gardens and 
mature trees, Gill and David Hoyle’s 
house lies in a surprising city enclave.
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ELEGANT BALANCE 
This home has evolved with its owners for over four decades, and 

now possesses an effortless equilibrium between old and new

FEATURE ANNE ARMSTRONG  PHOTOGRAPHS DAVID PARMITER
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Gill and David Hoyle’s home sits amid an 
abundant walled garden in beguilingly leafy 
surroundings, suggestive of a tucked-away 
country village. In reality, it is in an enclave  

of the bustling city of Bristol, its origins dating from 
mid-Victorian times, when it was part of a large estate, 
serving as a coach house, stables and gardener’s cottage.

The estate was sold off long ago, and the Hoyles’ two-
storey property – built from red local stone, topped with a 
distinctive roof and embellished with hanging tiles – was 
converted into a conventional home just after World War II. 
It is a dream of a place, much cherished by Gill and David 
for nigh on 50 years. They are well aware that a home like 
this, which hasn’t changed hands for half a century, is a rare 
thing. Indeed, this is the Hoyle family hub, much loved and 
appreciated by their children and grandchildren. 

When newly married, Gill and David lived in a flat in the 
city, whilst they looked around for a suitable house where 

they could settle and raise a family. They imagined the search 
would take around six months, yet it went on for four years.

 They considered hundreds of properties. “Just when we 
had started to consider buying a plot of land to build a 
house, we heard that a cottage in the middle of town had 
come up for sale,” says Gill. The cottage turned out to be 
around the corner from the picturesque old church where 
they had married. It had all the right ingredients – plenty of 
architectural character and four bedrooms, the smallest of 
which having become a splendidly equipped dressing room. 

“We arrived here in the summer of 1966,” Gill explains, 
recalling that the decor that they inherited was not much to 
their taste. They knew that the interior was ready for 
re-organisation, but were content to bide their time. The 
Hoyles, who run a property development company, took the 
long view. “We gave everything a coat of paint, and lived 
with what existed. It felt comfortable enough whilst we 
changed, and updated things, piece by piece,” Gill says.
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LEFT In Victorian times, the sitting room provided shelter for the coach used to transport the 
occupants of the nearby ‘big house’. Interior designer David Carden has now gently mixed traditional 
and contemporary elements. ABOVE Built in 1870, this city cottage has plenty of architectural charm.
BELOW The small room where Gill and David, and their friends, like to gather to play cards originally 
served as sleeping quarters for the coachmen, who lived in the building during the 19th century. 
BELOW LEFT An upholstered screen, in a paisley fabric by de Le Cuona, keeps clutter out of sight.
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Stylish simplicity is evoked in 
the shape of a classically 
designed Kingcome 
armchair, covered in Colefax 
and Fowler’s Malabar fabric, 
which has been partnered 
by an antique side table. 
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Gill and David look upon their home as “a countrified cottage 
that has evolved.” Over the decades, as interior design vogues 
changed, they re-vamped accordingly. “We have gone through 
various decorative periods – Victoriana, Terence Conran, 
Swedish, Scandinavian contemporary, and traditional English 
country house,” says David. Come the millennium, they felt 
the time had come for another change. They liked the idea of 
creating a youthful, uncluttered feel. “However, as one gets 
older, you tend to become more hesitant about making 
alterations. We didn’t want to compromise the old bones of 
the house, and although we are experienced – we deal in 
property as a business, after all – we did think it would be 
good to consult a third party; a professional,” adds David. 

Interior designer and space planner David Carden arrived 
on the scene after Gill and David read a magazine article 
about his work. They commissioned him to help them to 
inject some new life about the place. Not least, they were keen 
to move away from their cautious backdrop of cream paint. 

ABOVE The wool rug in the informal sitting area was designed by 
batik artist Annie Phillips, and hand-woven in Nepal. The matching 
hand-crafted Rothbury sofas from Hepple have been covered in 
Romo’s Linara linen union. LEFT Antique furniture, paintings and 
prints, are curated with great flair in the redesigned card room.
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… take the plunge!
 Beautiful wallpapers and accessories at wallpaperdirect.com 

Make decorating simple.
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It was a project destined to run over two phases, beginning 
with the re-painting of the entrance hall, and leading on to the 
transformation of the sitting room, spearheaded by installing  
a new, French-inspired stone fire surround and solid oak 
flooring. David Carden also enhanced what is now known as 
the card room – Gill and David are regular bridge players – by 
endowing its walls with classically styled, painted panelling 
and a dado. With what seems like only a few tweaks, the card 
room has acquired a whole new atmosphere. 

In essence, Gill and David, who have a fair number of 
antiques, collected over the decades, were seeking a 
sophisticated blending of traditional and contemporary 
furnishings, to set against a unifying colour scheme. They 
requested updated window treatments along with some 
comfortable, high quality sofas and chairs, plus accessories, 
such as carefully chosen lighting and bespoke rugs. “David 
introduced us to one or two designer paint companies, whose 
colours we have used around the house; notably Paint 
Library’s Iona Marble, a soft green, which really suits this 
interior. There are echoes of it amidst the fabrics and 

ABOVE A confident mix of antique and modern in the kitchen/
dining area, where old pieces of furniture now share space with new 
arrivals, such as the contemporary radiators, bought from Bisque.
LEFT New arrangements in the kitchen, devised by David Carden, 
include a mullioned Bath-stone window by Atwill Stone Company. 
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upholstery,” point out Gill and David, who went on to choose 
a sisal floor covering from Crucial Trading for the staircase 
and for the bedrooms, all of which retain a pared back, 
modern country charm, as do the two bathrooms – his and 
hers – where sparkling white sanitaryware basks in a warm 
glow cast by limestone tiling on the walls and floors.

Phase two involved structural work to build a light-drenched 
conservatory effect to one side of the live-in kitchen and 
dining room, whilst David Carden collaborated with Anneka 
Schranz of Plain English to increase the size of the actual 
kitchen, and replace the pine cupboards with cabinets painted 
in fashionable dark grey. However, Gill turned down the idea 
of abandoning her mighty French cooking range in favour of 
eye-level cooking appliances, “I am determined to hang on to 
my Lacanche; it has served me so well.” 

Gill and David and their interior designer were able to work 
together to achieve a decorative harmony. “Whilst we knew 
what we wanted, it was important to find someone we could 
trust, to make sure we got the right balance between the old 
and the new,” they emphasise.  n

ABOVE An old Victorian bed has become a super-king size after 
being expanded a couple of times over the years. The antique 
upholstered steamer chair and stool were bought at an auction sale. 
LEFT The room formerly used by Gill and David’s son, Seb, was 
originally the hay loft. The traditional-style bed was supplied by the 
Iron Bed Company and the Indian painted cupboard is from Indigo. 
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An abundance of natural light captures colourful interiors and  
a treasure trove of cherished items in this London home 

IRIDESCENT  
JEWEL

FEATURE SERENA FOKSCHANER  PHOTOGRAPHS EMMA LEWIS  STYLING MARLIES WINKELMEIER
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Inspired by Robert Adam’s interiors, 
the walls of the sitting room are 
painted in Azure Sky by Dulux as a 
fitting backdrop to a pair of richly 
upholsterd French bergeres and  
a Queen Anne sofa
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On a late summer morning in Carl 
Wiegandt and Wagner Sangalli’s south 
London home, sunlight spills through 
the skylight illuminating a linen-draped 

table, where silver bowls, filled with tightly-furled roses, 
gleam against antique glasses. Shelves are lined with 
leather-bound books and inlaid boxes; a curvaceous 
marble console is offset by Georgian-blue walls. In 
another corner, a cabinet bristling with curiosities, and 
a brooding bust, add to the impression of an elegant 
townhouse, its treasures carefully accrued over time. 

The reality is more prosaic. “It’s just a two-up, 
two-down,” says Carl of the end-of-terrace semi that he 
and Wagner rescued from dereliction in 2006. “It was 
a probate sale and was in really bad shape; beyond 
peeling wallpaper and leaking roof,” recalls Carl,  
a jeweller, who is head of product development at 
renowned British goldsmith Jocelyn Burton. “But in  
so many other ways, the house filled our wishlist of 

unrealistic wants,” explains Wagner, a conservator at 
the equally well-regarded Titian Studios restoration 
workshop in London. “It had a garden with trees, 
there was potential to expand, and we could afford it.” 

Inspired by their knowledge of art history and “years 
of pinching ideas from National Trust houses,” the 
couple pooled their talents to transform the turn-of-
the-century house from suburban to urbane. “We’re 
both keen on the idea of vistas that draw your sightline 
into the distance, so, from the start we wanted to 
introduce as much light as possible,” explains Wagner. 
On the first floor, the wall of a box-room was removed 
to create an open office space on the landing, replete 
with antique desk and verdant views of the garden. 
“Estate agents would rather we’d kept the spare room,” 
laughs Carl. From here, a new staircase, carved to 
match the original, “so that it feels as if it has always 
been here,” glides up to the loft extension, where a 
neat bathroom and shower are tucked under the eaves.

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE The set of 
French 18th-century 
hand-coloured prints 
were a find from 
Grosvenor Prints 
in London.
The wallhanging is 
made from fragments 
of 18th-century 
wallpaper mounted 
on board.
The Flemish clock 
was unearthed at the 
Hastings antique 
market, St Leonards.
A pair of late 18th- 
century bronzes by 
Felix Lecomte flanks 
the glided mirror 
made by Wagner.
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Carl and Wagner did the decorating themselves, 
custom-mixing green, pinks and blues to bring colour 
to the once “swirly-wallpapered and carpeted” interior. 
The staircase and floorboards are a deep aubergine, 
based on a scrape of original paint on the spindles. 
The spare room hums with a burnt-orange wallpaper, 
bought from a discount shop in Ohio, where Carl 
grew up, for “about £1.80 a roll.” The deep green of 
the bedroom was inspired by a book on classical Italian 
houses, but “tempered for an English light.” The same 
colours were also used to pick out the new fireplaces, 
based on a Regency design. 

Pausing in the main bedroom, Carl points out a 
handsome mirror that may appear nineteenth century 
to some. “In fact, I made it using old veneers and 
mouldings: we call it a marriage in the antiques 
industry,” explains Italian-born Wagner, who grew up 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE Carl and 
Wagner designed this 
extension including 
the bookshelves lined 
with antique books.
In the new kitchen, 
the run of cabinets 
from Wickes were 
customised with new 
handles and oak 
worksurfaces.
Sicilian sunshade 
fabric found in 
Palermo was used to 
upholster the sofa in 
the summerhouse
Hand-carved marble 
pears offset a row of 
faux antique books. 
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in Brazil but came to Britain to study conservation at 
the Guildhall. Evidence of his skills – which are sought 
after by clients ranging from the British nobility to 
Russian oligarchs – is everywhere, from a pretty table 
upcycled from a tole tray to a lamp base reinvented 
with marble paper. In the bathroom, a pine cabinet 
was painted to match the wooden roundels – reputedly 
room numbers from the St Pancras Hotel, found at the 
LASSCO reclamation yard – that edge the walls.   

Carl and Wagner also run their own business, 
Arcadia, sourcing antiques for private clients. Their  
eye for spotting jewels amongst the jumble is evident 
everywhere, represented by the rare, beautiful objects, 
which bring that desired warmth and depth. “We love 
the multi-layered effect of different pieces amalgamated 
over time, which looks as if a family has lived here for 
decades,” says Carl, an Anglophile who arrived in 
Britain as an art-school graduate, lured by “Kate Bush, 
the monarchy and a sense of inclusiveness.” Such 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT In the 
spare bedroom the 
Ikea daybed is 
covered in cushions 
and set off by  
a bargain wallpaper 
from America.
The antique French 
armchair in vintage 
velvet is combined 
with an ikat cushion 
from the Grand 
Market in Istanbul.
The landing was 
transformed into a 
peaceful office space 
where a Yolanda 
Sonnabend plaster 
head sits on a  
George II desk.
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CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP LEFT A restored 
display unit has 
become a cabinet  
of curiosities.
The mirror in the 
master bedroom is  
a ‘marriage’ made by 
Wagner using pieces 
from a 19th-century 
Russian bookshelf.
The French walnut 
headboard was 
re-upholstered with 
green felt by Wagner; 
the antique linen 
bedspread was 
bought from Camden 
Passage, London. 

objects might include a rare 17th-century Chinese 
casket or a Regency slipper stand, discovered on a trip 
to a favourite fair, such as Kempton or Chiswick. “The 
problem is we’re running out of space,” sighs Carl.

Despite its treasures, this is a house that has been 
“designed to be used, it’s not a museum,” says Carl, 
settling in to a deep early-nineteenth-century American 
sofa in the sitting room. From here, one’s gaze is 
drawn to the sunny kitchen-dining extension at the 
back of the house. Here, the circular skylight was 
inspired by the Pantheon; the dove-grey kitchen units 
are from Wickes. “We share the cooking; Wagner’s  
style is quick and Mediterranean, mine is slow  
and northern European; you can’t hurry a good 
sauerbraten,” says Carl. Opposite, an antique bookcase 
inspired the asymmetrical shelving, where items on 
display include a handsome writing slope, one of 

Wagner’s first restoration pieces, and cast-iron stars 
traditionally used to decorate the sides of American 
barns. A lethal-looking antique hook, used to claw 
open sacks of coffee, came from Wagner’s family farm 
in Brazil. “The house I grew up in was very pared 
down, so I always longed to live in a house filled with 
works of art and antiques,” reflects Wagner.

From the kitchen, French windows lead to the 
garden and the pretty summerhouse, where the 
aubergine floorboards are a nod to the main house. 
“It’s our TV room,” says Carl, pointing out a  
mid-century sideboard upcycled with handmade  
paper (from Falkiner Fine Papers) and the tole floral 
wreaths from Brazil. “When the sun shines,” says Carl, 
“the space becomes a party room. Guests spill out onto 
the decking, canapés are nibbled and glasses clink, 
sprinkling glamour across this corner of suburbia.”  n

“We love the multi-layered look of different pieces amalgamated  
over time, adding warmth and depth”
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A FAMILYEndeavour
With the aid of a little blue book inherited from her grandmother, 

Sophie White has restored a rundown Georgian farmhouse to create 
a beautiful and spacious family home

FEATURE JACKY HOBBS PHOTOGRAPHS CLIVE NICHOLS
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Local and European influences can be 
seen in the dining room, from the 
hand-carved fireplace in local stone, to 
the antique Italian glass chandelier from 
Belvoir Antiques and dining table and 
chairs, which came from France. The 
curtain fabric is from James Brindley. 
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Brills farmhouse sits on the estate that Charlie 
White’s grandfather owned. Until his 
retirement in 2002, the house had been 
occupied by the farm manager, who lived 

there for over 30 years. When it became vacant, the 
property was offered to Sophie and Charlie, then 
expecting the first of their four vivacious children. 

The house was in a poor state of repair. All the 
hearths had been ripped out, the cellar was choked 
with rubble and a rickety ‘lean-to’ housed a collection 
of items, purporting to be a kitchen, and a gravity-fed 
shower, which used water from a bucket in the ceiling 
above. Although the amount of work was daunting, 
Sophie was keen to move from the tiny cottage they 
occupied, delighted to take on the project of restoring 
the neglected property and transforming it into a fine 
family home. “Many of the original Georgian period 
features had been ruined, ripped out or replaced  
with modern fixtures and fittings, and no two  

windows were the same. But, despite its dishevelled 
appearance, there was a welcoming, homely feel to  
the farmhouse, and I knew I could return its original 
shine,” she reminisces. 

Together with Sophie’s architect father, Barry 
Bowhill, the Whites devised a plan to strip the entire 
house back to its bones, reinstating details as 
authentically as possible. Sophie had a small book 
depicting architectural and decorative detailing of 
early-Georgian farm and manor houses, which she  
had discovered in a box of books inherited from her 
Grandmother. This modest little volume, containing 
period details relevant to their property, was soon  
to become their build-bible. 

After the necessary weatherproofing measures 
required, such as the replacement of the roof and 
re-pointing of all the brickwork, “Dad’s first 
instruction was to make sure that all the windows 
matched,” laughs Sophie. Miraculously, the original 

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE The drawing 
room is painted in 
Lulworth Blue by 
Farrow & Ball. The  
gold satin curtain 
fabric is from  
Crowson, and the 
satin-striped sofa  
was handmade by 
Christy Interiors.
The Whites’ daughter, 
Florence, and son, 
Joshua with Farrier, 
Ben Smith.
The practical kitchen 
has re-paintable 
wooden units and 
limestone flooring.
The dining room and 
hallway are painted in 
Zephyr by Johnstone’s.
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upper arch of the front door remained intact, 
including the glass. A local carpenter was instructed to 
recreate a period door, as depicted in her 
grandmother’s book. Fragments of the decorative 
plasterwork ceilings were pieced together, and the 
original designs recreated by traditional plaster 
craftsman. Each window was carefully handmade, the 
Georgian-style sash windows on the front façade were 
widened and French windows were added to the rear 
of the drawing room, to let in more light. The entrance 
hall was also opened up onto the dining room, making 
the downstairs living area more spacious and airy.

Elsewhere, floorboards were renovated, walls 
plastered and original fireplaces sourced, until, piece  
by piece, the period farmhouse was reinstated.

After six months of renovations, and just three days 
before Christmas, Charlie, Sophie and their dogs 
moved into the house. “There was just a bed, one 

CLOCKWISE  
FROM ABOVE As a 
professional caterer, 
Sophie spends much  
of her time in the 
expansive kitchen.
The hand-painted  
tiles are embedded 
with her children’s  
hand and footprints. 
Rosettes line the  
wall in the playroom.
The vintage dresser 
displays Sophie’s 
grandmother’s 
wedding service.
The rear hall is 
decorated with  
Hedges and Butler  
wallpaper, by  
Lewis and Wood. 

Sophie’s intention was to create a 
comfortable nest for her children 
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working loo, one basin with running water and a 
plug-in cooker,” remembers Sophie. “We were able  
to light all the fires, but the rooms were without rugs 
and often bereft of plaster, so it didn’t feel very warm.” 
The Whites reinstalled one of the old ripped-out 
carpets in the makeshift master bedroom, “so at least 
there was something soft underfoot. And of course  
we had the dogs to keep us warm!” 

Sophie wanted to create a comfortable  
nest – a home where her children would be happy  
and relaxed, “I’m not a quiet character,” she grins 
regarding the decor, which reflects her penchant  
for colour and pattern. “Each room was designed 
individually, paint first, fabric to follow,” she explains, 
going on to describe how she painted big colour 
boards, which lay around for weeks in various rooms, 
in various lighting conditions, before painting could 
begin. Sophie was particularly nervous of choosing 
colours under the influence of pregnancy hormones, 
so no painting began until after their son, Joshua,  
was born. The house was extended in tandem with 
their growing family, and colour and decorating 
decisions delayed with each ensuing child.

ABOVE In the master 
bedroom, the Italian 
antique-wood head 
and footboard is from 
Swans of Oakham. It 
is upholstered with 
French silk fabric  
from James Hare. 
LEFT The sumptuous 
copper slipper bath 
came from William 
Holland; the luxurious 
silk velvet drapes 
were made with 
fabric from James 
Brindley. The 
wallpaper is from 
Osborne & Little.
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ABOVE The old 
parlourmaid’s room is 
now the bedroom of 
Sophie’s daughter, 
Cordelia. The 
pompom bedlinen  
is from Next, the 
headboard and 
cushion fabrics are 
from Jane Churchill, 
and the chest of 
drawers is from  
Laura Ashley.

The furniture, too, evolved organically, Sophie reveals. 
“Absolutely nothing is fitted. I owned a few lovely 
antique pieces – an odd chair, a lovely set of architects’ 
drawers, a pretty antique mirror – and built around 
them. I’m not one to compromise. I prefer to live 
without until I can afford or find what I want,” she 
adds. This approach necessitated parting with pieces 
that did not suit the setting, including a precious 
bookcase, a wedding gift, which proved to have an 
impossible tilt on the uneven floorboards. Sophie 
gradually built up a confident portfolio of sources, 
dealing with experts in antique furniture, lighting and 
accessories to lend personality and authenticity to the 
home she had so sensitively renovated. 

As the family grew from one to four children, so  
too grew the house. An extension added four more 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, a huge kitchen-breakfast 
room, office, boot room and catering facility, doubling 
the existing floor space, cleverly concealed behind the 
original house. She chose a practical hand-painted 
kitchen, “on the premise that once the children had 
stopped drawing on the units, bringing the pony in, 
and riding their bikes around, it could be repainted!”

Eleven years on, the generous family kitchen has 
become the hub of the family home, as well as  
Sophie’s growing wedding catering and luxury bed-  
and-breakfast business. This is definitely the heart  
of the home they have lovingly brought back to life.  n

“Despite its dishevelled appearance, there was a welcoming  
feel, and I knew I could return its original shine” 
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Make yourself at �ome
Bring cosy comfort to colder months with sumptuous velvets and rich colours 

Eva sofa in Fox velvet £2,175; Velvet cushions from £40, Tolsey rug £340, 

Fox and Cranberry Velvet £40 per metre, Chestnut paint from £34

Create your own designs at neptune.com

Stores nationwide
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Deborah Moggach
AT HOME WITH

The home of this popular author of fiction is, she says, her perfect house, 
ideally positioned for social town life and rolling countryside
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Deborah Moggach is the 
daughter of writers and grew 
up “to the sound of typewriters 
tapping on the veranda where 

our parents sat side by side, working”. She 
achieved wide acclaim as the author of  
The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel, which was 
subsequently made into a film featuring  
a stellar cast including Judi Dench and  
Maggie Smith. An earlier novel, Tulip Fever, 
about the craze for tulips in 17th century 
Holland, has also been made into a film.  
Her most recent book is called Something  
to Hide and has an equally global focus. 
Deborah lived in Pakistan for two years 
before returning to London. She recently 
married and moved to start a new life in  
a small country town.

Where did you grow up?
I grew up just outside Watford, but when  
I was 11 years old, my family moved to 
central London, to St John’s Wood. I went 
to school in Camden Town and lived there 
for 30 years, then around 20 years ago,  
I moved to Hampstead. Last year I got 
married again and moved to a little town 
called Presteigne, on the Welsh borders. 
Technically my house is in Wales, but I am 
only one hundred yards from England. 

How have you found your first year in 
your new home? 
I married Mark [Williams] in 2014. He is  
a motorbike and movie journalist and  
I moved to his town to live with him. I am 
adoring the change. I love small-town life 
after living in central London for so long.  
I meet people all the time and hear their 
stories and share a community with them, 
which you do not find in a big city, where 
you only see people sporadically.    

Describe your home now
I have what I would consider, without 
sounding smug, the perfect house. It is 
what I have always wanted, in that it faces 
onto the high street of a little market town, 
but it has a lovely big garden at the back 
with hens, a vegetable garden, fruit trees 
and lovely herbaceous borders. It is a sort 
of paradise of the countryside (at the back) 
and then the front is this charming, urban 
street with shops and people. Presteigne is 

a particularly sociable town – I find you  
can spend half an hour nattering with 
everybody before you get on to do your  
grocery shopping.

Do you and your husband share similar 
interior tastes?
I prefer older things: old Dutch paintings, 
antiques, old Elizabethan pieces if possible 
– heavy, dark furniture, wooden bowls and 
candle sconces. Mark is much more hip: he 
likes kitsch stuff and pop art. We live in a 
double-fronted house and on one side is 
the sitting room, which is full of his 
paintings, and the other side is the dining 
room, full of all my Dutch paintings and 
an old mahogany sideboard, so we have 
two different tastes, really. I like his; it is  
just not what I have had in the past.

Does your home give away your 
occupation as an author?
No, I don’t think so, actually. There are 
lots of books, but then, lots of people 
have lots of books. I have one framed 
poster of Pride and Prejudice, which I 
adapted [released in 2005 starring Keira 
Knightley and Matthew Macfadyen], but I 
have not even put it up on the wall yet.  

Do you have a writing room?
I have a study. This is a great pleasure 
because I do not like being disturbed when 
I am writing and, with this room, I can 
simply close the door and be left to work in 
peace. I know I am lucky to have a room of 
my own these days. In the old days, I would  
have to work from the kitchen table 
surrounded by my children. 

Are you a tidy person?
No. I don't like mess, but I am untidy. 
People think that those who are untidy 
actually like having stuff around – I hate  
it but I am too lazy to pick it up. Having 
said that, I do try to keep tables wiped and 
clear and I enjoy putting a vase of flowers 
on them. But the stairs are really a filing 
system, as they are full of old, opened 
letters and pairs of shoes. The floor of  
my study also has a massive amount of 
papers – I know exactly what they all are 
although to an outsider the arrangement 
would look like total chaos.

What have you been working on recently?
Something to Hide is my latest project. It  
is a book with big, global themes like 
elephant poaching and Africa and Chinese 
surrogacy, but it is bound together by the 
story of a woman in her 60s, called Petra, 
who falls in love with the husband of her 
best friend. That takes her to West Africa 
where the various stories all twine together. 

What would we never see in a house 
belonging to you?
Net curtains. Because of this, everybody 
can see everything that is happening in my 
house. It is right on the street with large 
bay windows and you can look right into 
our rooms. This makes it very good for 
other nosey people, but I would not have 
net curtains, I just don't like them.

Do you have any treasured family 
heirlooms?
I have old, heavy Jacobean furniture.  
A couple of items came from my parents’ 
divorce, because they could not fit them  
in their respective new houses. My mother 
was a professional illustrator and I have got 
some of her pen drawings, which I adore.  
I also have a hippopotamus skull, which is 
shared between my sisters and I. My sister 
has it on the top of a chest of drawers at 
the moment. I am looking forward to 
getting it back soon.

Finally, what do you believe no English 
home should be without?
A garlic press! A peppermill! But they are 
not furniture. I do think that flowers are  
a very important element to have in a house 
and if I had a lot of money I would spend 
it on great big vases of flowers that I would 
place everywhere.  n

Something to Hide by Deborah Moggach is 
available now in hardback, £12.99, published  
by Chatto & WindusFE
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"I love small town life 
after living in London 

for so long"
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There are over 300 works on show at the 
Royal Society of Marine Artists Annual 
Exhibition 2015, all depicting maritime 
subjects, from a startling range of places 
and perspectives. From the deep sea to 
quiet harbours, from all that is beside the 
sea to what lies under it. All works are 
for sale, and many of the artists can be 
commissioned to create work especially 
for your home; whether a view of the 
beach from cherished childhood holidays, 
an historical or contemporary boat or ship 
or a still life depicting shells collected on  
a stroll on your honeymoon.

Commissions Consultants will be  
on hand during the exhibition to help you 
find an artist for a bespoke work of art. 

14 to 25 October
Mall Galleries, The Mall, London SW1
Admission £3, or Free to readers of The 
English Home.
Find out more: www.mallgalleries.org.uk

1. Raymond Leech RSMA, Summertime Memories,
Southwold £1,475. Who doesn’t have fond memories 
of summer holidays spent with a bucket and spade on 
the beach? Leech chronicles these moments with a few 
brush strokes so that we can enjoy them forever.
2. Ivan Lapper RSMA, Inner Harbour Mevagissey
£2,200. Lapper shows us the beauty and bustle of the 
busy fishing harbour of Mevagissey in Cornwall, with its 
bright sunlight and clear air.
3. David Curtis RSMA, Pembrokeshire Coastline £1,875
Curtis paints on location and all his work explores 
atmosphere and dramatic lighting conditions.

1

2

3

Free entry  
for 2 with  

this voucher
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LAYER  
UPON LAYER
Adding sumptuousness to a 
bedroom can be achieved with  
layers of visual interest. Here, 
beautiful wall panels hung behind  
a headboard add depth to the 
vignette in the same way as the 
boudoir cushion does, set against  
a backdrop of crisp bedlinen.  
Charlotte headboard in Otter, from £335; 
Sophie bedlinen, from £27 for a set of two 
pillowcases; Penelope scatter cushions in 
Fox, £30, all Neptune. Try Fromental for 
similar wallpaper panels

STYLE INSPIRATION
Our special section dedicated to design and decorating inspiration begins here

THE ENGLISH HOME 69
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ABOVE Bright and beautiful
Teal’s popularity has been on the 
rise for the past couple of years.  
The jewel-like quality of the shade 
edges towards the deep, dark end 
of the spectrum, making it vibrant  
and eminently versatile. A perfect 
companion to moody blues, it also 
benefits from contrasting with  
bright notes of orange or pink. Used 
on walls the effect is sumptuous and 
not overpowering. See overleaf for 
the chic effect of crisp painted walls, 
but we also find this gorgeous  
paper rather alluring. The mottled 
leaf motif softens the hue and 
makes for a tempting choice for  
a rich hallway. 
Kayin, £68 a roll, Osborne & Little

OPPOSITE Feature colour
For an expertly chosen palette,  
take a cue from a beautiful fabric 
that deftly combines colours. Here 
the small cushion, in Lewis & Wood’s 
Joseph velvet provides inspiration 
for a striking combination of 
peacock blue and burnt orange. 
Used to make a feature out of the 
smart upholstery, the colours sing 
without shouting. Crisp white walls 
and pale parquet floor provide  
a clean contrast, allowing for further 
hits of colour in accessories and 
books, to create a colourful, yet 
calm, inviting sitting room.  
Lowry sofa, from £2,650 plus fabric; 
and all other furniture and 
accessories from I & JL Brown

C olourful interiors have a life and soul that reflect the 
character and confidence of the owner. Having the 
conviction to bravely apply an intense shade to  
a wall, or combine a range of brilliant tones in 

statement upholstery results in a home that feels personal, 
dynamic and well considered. The aim is not to create a vibrant 
rainbow of hues that clash and compete. Rather, the attitude is a 
sophisticated and refined use of rich, deep tones, in interesting and 
opulent textures – luxurious velvets, shimmering silks and high 
quality linens, finished in a smart, tailored way. Colours can 
contrast to create drama, such as the surprisingly successful 
partnership of copper and teal, or deeply alluring, inky navy and 
raspberry pink, but should never feel overwhelming or garish. 
Choose colours that raise a smile and use them with panache. 

Richly rewarding
A bold approach with a palette of rich yet vibrant hues will pay dividends with 
sophisticated, interesting schemes. Playful and confident, rich jewel-like tones 

create interesting highlights and grounding backdrops full of intrigue 
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ABOVE Crisp contrast 
In contrast to the mellow softness of the wallpaper overleaf, teal 
painted walls are a little more daring, whilst retaining a chic elegance. 
Paired with white, the look is fresh and crisp. Creative director of Fired 
Earth, Rob Whitaker, confirms teal as a popular colour choice for those 
seeking a rich, yet unobtrusive backdrop. “South Bank is one of our 
bestselling paint colours. It is a remarkably easy-to-live-with shade and it 
is ideal for creating everything from a welcoming hallway to a restful 
bedroom. Teal is also a fantastic backdrop for black and white 
photographs and other artwork, and it is a perfect colour for revitalising 
tired furniture that needs a new lease of life.” 
South Bank, matt emulsion, £35.50 for 2.5 litres, Fired Earth

LEFT Distinctive edge 
Use cushions, or even trims to add flashes of contrasting colour to 
enrich a scheme. Even neutral palettes can benefit from a bit of attitude 
with a piped edge, bobble trim or fancy detailing in a punchy colour.  
Selection of trims and fabrics, from Zimmer + Rohde

OPPOSITE Nature’s palette 
Though nature puts on a display of rich reds and burnt oranges in 
autumn, this new wallpaper design from Nina Campbell highlights how 
vibrant colours can look fresh and sunny, year-round. The geometric seat 
upholstery further enriches, and enlivens.  
Fontibre wallpaper, £59 a roll; Pachinko fabric, £65 a metre, both 
Nina Campbell at Osborne and Little.
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ABOVE Magenta magic 
Although bedrooms generally demand a more soothing 
palette, a few touches of enriching, vivid colour can enhance  
a softer scheme. Choose hues that have an intense depth of 
colour such as this deep fuschia to offset inky teals, blues and 
fresh whites. The delicate embroidery detailing softens the 
vibrancy to create a pleasingly pretty ensemble. 
Cordelia cushion, magenta, £34.99; Corelia bedspread in teal, 
from £119.99, Dorma at Dunelm Mill

TOP RIGHT Singing the blues 
Navy blues are a safer choice for a first dabble in the deep end  
of the spectrum; striking yet classic. Endlessly adaptable blues 
work in harmony with greens, purples and other blues 
(turquoise highlights would look dazzling) and have a pleasing 
contrast with hot hues such as pinks, oranges and even reds. 
Crab wallpaper, in marine, £78 a roll, Barneby Gates 

RIGHT Textural elements 
Interesting and luxurious textures make rich colours all the 
more alluring. Here, a beautiful silk ikat shade is paired with an 
unusual base of translucent orange globes. Although it looks 
fabulous with a vivid matching wall, the intense colour would 
also work well as a highlight in a more muted scheme. 
Aurora Table Lamp in Orange, £70; Empire Shade in Zig Zag 
Silk Ikat, £90, both Pooky  n

“Colour seems to radiate 
happiness and the spirit of 
modern life and movement”
Clarice Cliff, English ceramic artist 1899-1972
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Autumn Collections
Be prepared for temptation as we reveal the first 
look at some of the most alluring new fabrics and 
wallpapers just launched for the new season
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CLOCKWISE FROM MAIN Fabled floral 
wallcovering in blue, £75 a roll, Wedgwood/
Blendworth collaboration. 
Curtains in Hazlewood, £70 a metre, Zoffany. 
Chair in Tate Velvet, £110 a metre, Hodsoll 
Mckenzie at Zimmer + Rohde. 
Tablecloth in Filigree fabric, £143 a metre, 
Zimmer + Rohde. 
Meadows Edge Linen, £120 a metre,  
Rapture & Wright. 
Chair and curtains in Penrose (floral), £95  
a metre, and Netherton Indigo (plain), £69  
a metre, both GP & J Baker.

Timeless blues
Of all colour combinations, blue and white 
is undeniably the most enduring in appeal. 
It can be crisp or muted, classical or 
contemporary, boldly geometric or delicately 
feminine. And, once again, the fabric houses 
do not disappoint – with all the best known 
brands bringing a new, delectable array of 
prints, weaves and wallpapers in every hue of 
blue from ethereal sky to Wedgwood to 
deepest denim.  

The choice of pattern is broad – from 
ikats to chic damask. For those seeking 
elegantly pared-back interiors, Zoffany 
delivers a sophisticated collection of 
textural velvets, plain weaves and a pretty 
country-house inspired floral print in 
demure shades of blue that err on the 
cooler, silvered side, as well as the darker 
inkier edge of the palette. Those preferring 
a more feminine print with vintage 
undertones should look to the new 
Antoinette design from Sarah Hardaker, 
which also comes in a delicate pink.

From Ian Sanderson comes a bolder, 
global-traveller collection of prints and 
weaves (not shown) echoing the origins of 
natural indigo from Asia and Africa with  
its aptly titled Indigo collection. We 
particularly like echoes of Indian 
embroidery in Pasha Embroidery woven 
fabric for cushions, and I-Flower, which 
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offers a feminine and modern resist-dye look 
of batik and would look beautiful for 
curtaining. The I-kat, an intricate weave,  
has an African undercurrent – and would  
look perfect for upholstery of an occasional 
chair – whilst the distressed look of I-Kelim 
would look chic on a footstool. GP & J Baker 
also brings us rich indigo tones in smart 
weaves but also the gorgeous embroidery.

At the more ethereal end of the blues 
palette, Sanderson’s gentle blue Poppy print 
wallpaper would make a sublime backdrop for 
a scheme with subtle classical inclinations, 
particularly in higher-ceilinged rooms. Hodsoll 
Mackenzie’s latest collection also features 
light-as-air blues with a pale sea blue/green 
undertone. As ever, this brand has created a 
collection that feels perfectly suited to the 
English aesthetic and which would show well 
under English daylight.

Finally, confirming the importance and 
predominance of blue hues, Little Greene has 
amalgamated a collection of 21 shades of blue 
paint (17 of which are new this year) in 
addition to a new compendium of ‘20th 
Century Papers’. Celestial blue is ideal for  
light and airy looks, Smalt (shown right) is rich 
and contemporary whilst Ultra Blue is a 
dazzling shade that calls to mind uplifting 
jewel hues under a Grecian sun.

CLOCKWISE FROM 
TOP Poppy Damask is 
an informal design of 
abstracted plants and 
flowers. Inspired by a 
17th-century hand-
painted resist-dyed 
Indian chintz, it is 
available in four 
colourways and shown 
here as a wallpaper, £56 
a roll, the Sojourn 
collection, Sanderson.
Sarah Hardaker has 
combined her two 
favourite motifs (paisley 
and floral) to create the 
delicate new fabric, 
Antoinette. This design

is available in pink, pale 
rhubarb, pale 
gooseberry, Swedish 
blue and duck egg. 
Antoinette in Swedish 
blue, £52 a metre; 
Herringbone in Powder, 
£52 a metre, both 
Sarah Hardaker.
From Little Greene’s 
special focus on blue 
comes the Camelia 
wallpaper in Smalt,  
£57 a roll; walls and 
woodwork in Smalt, 
£53 for 2.5L Intelligent 
Eggshell, £43 for 2.5L 
Intelligent Matt 
Emulsion, Little Greene.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Cushions in 
Hemingford teal and Wisteria blue, 100% 
cotton, £86 a metre, Jean Munro. 
Headboard and cushions in a variety of  
fabrics from the Arcadia collection, from  
£44.90 a metre, Linwood. 
Sofa in Casimir, red/blue 100% linen, £76  
a metre, Colefax and Fowler. 
Curtains in Floriana, £69 a metre, Nina 
Campbell distributed by Osborne & Little. 
Sofa covered in Rose Absolute, £120 a metre, 
Winterbourne collection, Zoffany.

Country house
The English country house aesthetic is a 
powerful one – and yet the term has only 
really been part of the interior design 
lexicon since the 1920s. Nancy Lancaster 
and John Fowler are largely attributed with 
popularising the style, which sought to 
place comfort on the same plane as 
elegance in the larger country property,  
but also to value the time-worn and the 
more relaxed belongings equally – if not 
beyond – the grander trappings of the 
stately home. It is perhaps somewhat ironic 
that it is to an American that we largely owe 
this style. Nancy Lancaster believed in the 
importance of understatement, prized 
appropriateness of decor, avoided sticking 
slavishly to one period and vehemently 
believed that a touch of nostalgia would 
always add charm – all tenets that hold as 
much power today. Despite a campaign 
urging us to chuck out our chintz back in 
1996, the popularity of country-house 
florals still sounds a clarion call for many, 
and is being rediscovered by a younger 
generation, who see the power of a few 
glorious floral prints in more pared-back 
interiors for a new take on the look.

Colefax & Fowler and Jean Munro, as 
ever, bring us delectable large-scale floral 
designs with a classical undercurrent, but by 
showcasing them against bolder backdrops 
of absinthe and mulberry create a stylistic 
twist that feels perfect for modern day.

Linwood’s latest collection has an alluring 
antiqued effect, offering the note of 
nostalgia that Lancaster referenced, without 
the added challenge of searching for vintage 
fabrics. Meanwhile, Nina Campbell’s pretty 
floral features a large-scale bouquet spaced 
widely for a lovely, light, fresh effect. 

Just like the chic suits in antiqued florals 
in Gucci’s autumn/winter collection the 
look feels remarkably current.
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ABOVE For his debut fabric 
collection Justin Van Breda visited 
multiple stately homes and country 
houses across England, sketching 
inspiration primarily from 
architectural motifs before turning 
them into  a delicious range of 
designs that are timelessly 
versatile. From top to bottom:  
Pavilion Plasterwork in Burnt 
Summer; Secret Garden in Full 
Bloom and Victoria’s Posy in Full 
Bloom, all £POA, Justin Van Breda.
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TOP ROW  LEFT TO RIGHT Peacock wallpaper 
in grey, £78 a roll, Barneby Gates. 
Nutcracker wallpaper, £156 a roll, Albion 
collection by Juliette Travers. 
City of Lions, wide-width (140cm) wallpaper in 
charcoal on natural ground, £65 a metre (fabric 
also available at £75 a metre), Lindsay Alker. 

Birds & beasts
Be sure to look twice to spot the veritable 
Noah’s Ark of winged and four-footed 
animals pictured in some of the latest 
fabric collections. Whimsical designs – 
particularly for wallpapers – play with both 
bold and discreet depictions of everything 
from peacocks to squirrels to tease the 
viewer. Whether taste is for rustic country 
or a nod to interiors with a more heritage-
inspired decor, there is something to suit. 
Relative newcomer to wallpaper and fabric 
design, Juliet Travers, follows her successful 
Safari collection with the Albion 
collection. Her Nutcracker wallpaper 
features scrolling branches of oak trees, 
with squirrels hidden neatly within the 
design – we love the darker ground design. 
Vanessa Arbuthnott’s most recent Birds 
and Beasts collection shows a gentle 
divergence from her core focus on motifs 
from the English countryside, but still in 
her recognisable and pleasing palette. The 
range entitled Wild and Free introduces 
the creative talents of one of Vanessa’s  
daughters, Rose – a fine artist and graduate 
of Edinburgh School of Art and the Royal 
Drawing School. Rose has created 
whimsical depictions of magical wild 
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animals – inspired by study at the British 
museum. Her motifs include a bull 
inspired by a fourth century BC Etruscan 
vase and a seventh century BC Assyrian 
relief carvings of deer hunts. The second 
range ‘Bird Hope’ features a naive outline 
of a deliciously plump bird – a design 
conceived by Vanessa’s other daughter, 
Flora Arbuthnott, who graduated from 
Glasgow School of Art and ‘Year Here’ In 
London. This design has a charming 
modern country style

Lindsay Alker, known for heritage 
inspired prints created in England with lino 
blocks and hand screen prints, brings us  
the regal subtlety of her new Lions design, 
which we think would be a wonderful 
choice for a hallway or dining room. 

Naturally, there is some crossover  
with the tropical themed collections,  
too (see page 86). Barneby Gates brings  
us fan-tailed peacock walllpaper, and  
Nina Campbell offers an elegantly 
coloured Barbary toile featuring cheeky  
monkeys as its motif on both fabric and 
wallpaper – subtle enough to need a 
second glance when used as pretty 
curtaining or upholstery.

BOTTOM ROW (LEFT TO RIGHT) Early Birds 
wallpaper, £156 a roll, Juliette Travers.
Headboard in Wild & Free; cushion in Bird Hop, 
both from Birds and Beasts collection, £48  
a metre, Vanessa Arbuthnott. 
Fabled Crane wallcovering £80 a roll, 
Wedgwood collection by Blendworth.
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Jamila 
embroidery, £85 a metre, from the Sojourn  
collection, Sanderson. 
Cushion fabrics, £62 a metre, Kate Forman.
Headboard in Portobello Flower, Fuchsia, £100 
a metre, Portobello collection, James Hare.
Curtains in Oakwood, £159 a metre; chair in 
Magic Carpet, plum colourway, £129 a metre, 
both Mulberry Home.

Spice Route
Kilims, suzanis, paisley and tree of life 
patterns have long segued into the English 
home to bring a touch of exotic 
insouciance to interiors – championed by 
luminaries such as Robert Kime and Kit 
Kemp. Such richly decorative prints, 
embroideries and motifs have inspired 
numerous designers for the new  
collections this autumn.

Kate Forman, best known for her vintage 
style, has diversified from her much loved 
French-inspired prints to introduce a 
charming and gentle take on ethnic motifs 
that can ease into both country and more 
urban interiors. Mulberry Home offers an 
exciting but much bolder approach with  
its Bohemian Travels collection: from rich 
patchwork effects to kelim-inspired weaves.

Sanderson’s Sojourne collection features  
influences from Indonesia, the Ottoman 
Empire geometry as well as some beautiful 
and surprisingly contemporary 
embroidered fabrics. Keep a look out for 
Boho Flowers, too. 

In most cases the fabric prints are matt 
in finish but James Hare offers a lovely 
embroidered silk with the perfect accent 
hues of ruby red and deep pink to bring 
subtle shimmering highlights to this style. 
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Amandine 
walllpaper in gold, £65 a roll, Jane Churchill.
Habanera wallpaper, £59 a roll, Matthew 
Williamson at Osborne & Little.
Fantasia, 100% Trevira CS, 150cm wide,  
£125, Creation Baumann.
Avalon, £87 a metre (140cms wide) by Sheila 
Coombes, available from Brian Yates.

Tropical notes
From parakeets to sculpturally exotic 
flowers, tropical references have been 
multiplying in interior collections for the 
past couple of years. Eagle-eyed style 
spotters will have noted recurrent use of 
pineapple motifs: from wallpaper at 
Barneby Gates and Soane Britain to a 
striking crystal table centrepiece at William 
Yeoward and lamp bases at Marks & 
Spencer. Culinary favorite of the 
Caribbean, the pineapple was swiftly 
adopted as symbol of hospitality by visitors 
to the islands, and in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries appeared as an 
architectural motif from gate posts to the 
37-foot tall pineapple folly built by Lord 
Dunmore at his estate in Scotland in 1761.

The patterns at the vibrant end of the 
tropical collections are not for the faint-
hearted but, used well, look fabulous. 
Matthew Williamson’s paradisical 
wallpaper used in a minimally furnished 
dining room (see right) is a case in point. 
Pierre Frey offers tropical wallpapers 
including a design of dramatically scaled 
tropical flowers on black, and a monotone 
fern print... a motif seen also at Jane 
Churchill fabrics. The Avalon design by 
Sheila Coombes looks delicious in hot 
hues but is also available in sophisticated 
silver, old gold and coffee.  n
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TO ENTER
Entry to the competition requires a small test of 
knowledge (or research). Simply visit our website 
at theenglishhome.co.uk/console-competition 
and answer the question below:

What is the address of the  
Sir John Soane’s Museum in London?

Closing Date: 31 October 2015

Entry only open to Mainland UK residents (although we 
will be running an additional competition in a later US/
Canadian edition for readers across the Atlantic).

Full competition Terms & Conditions are specified on 
the appropriate page of the website.

One question related to Georgian design is all you need to answer for a chance to win this 
shapely console table from furniture designer Justin Van Breda’s newly launched collection

Win AN ELEGANT  
REGENCY-INSPIRED CONSOLE

E voking the grace and 
simplicity of the Regency 
period, The English Home 

furniture collection by Justin Van 
Breda, takes inspiration from 
great architects such as Soane, 
Adam and Wyatt, and fuses the 
functionality of contemporary 
furniture with a sense of classicism 
that is synonymous with Georgian 
design. Each piece in the 
collection, which comprises 30 
items, has considered proportions 

and draws on stylish detailing 
from past English designs, such as 
the Regency knee, studs, cabriole 
legs, inlay and panelling. 
Handmade using a mix of solids 
and veneer – including mahogany 
and oak – individual designs can 
be customised according to a 
client’s specification and need. 
Here, we are delighted to bring 
you the chance to win an elegant 
Alice Console table, in limed grey 
oak, worth £2,500.

Competition

Alice Console 
table (1200x400 
x750mm), £2,500, 
The English 
Home furniture 
collection by 
Justin Van Breda.
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Looking through a doorway into the world 
created by Paolo Moschino for Nicholas 
Haslam is a fine example of how to alter 
the flow of rooms by the flooring choice. 
Shiny wood flooring and luxurious carpet 
add contrast, colour and textural interest. 
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Flooring forms the basis of any well designed room scheme. It is the 
place from which everything else emanates. Get it right and the 
room comes together as a whole, with a sense of luxury and comfort 
being created. Get it wrong and a room can feel cold and disjointed, 

due to the lack of synergy between the various elements. It is indeed integral 
to a scheme. It can also be an expensive purchase, so it is crucial to make  
the right choice first time around. 

It is also not just about the consideration of flooring for one room. How 
one room’s floor links with another creates an easy flow around a home  
and helps to bring a cohesive look to everything, so, think this through  
every time there are plans for a change of flooring in your home or, even  
more importantly, if embarking on a complete project.

It is all too easy to leave the finer details, such as the choice of  
materials for the thresholds, which separate one room from another, to  
the carpet or floor fitter, but these are the finishing touches that make  
a difference. There are more options for thresholds available these days, 
although silver metal and brass are still firm favourites. Try to find a fitter  
who can offer beautiful wood designs, which work well if an aesthetic 
transition from a carpet to a wood floor is required. If metal thresholds are 
selected, it is a good idea to consider the ironmongery and light fitments 

FINISHING TOUCHES:

REFINED 
FLOORING

Mary Carroll talks through the attention to detail 
interior designers adopt to get the best  

from different flooring ideas 

RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM Leading interior designer, Douglas Mackie layers textures 
and surfaces to perfection. Here, a wool carpet gives warmth to this cosy corner of  
a library whilst the bespoke rug adds a surprisingly contemporary element.
Coir can add a layer of tactile allure – the more intricate the weave the simpler the 
finishing braid should be. All fabrics by Colefax & Fowler. 
Grand this staircase may be, but the principles are the same whatever the size of hall. 
A stair carpet runner given a matching whipped edge makes the perfect finishing 
touch. Marmorino wallpaper, £70 a roll, Zoffany.
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you have chosen for the room and try to get a good match so this 
small detail fits in with other elements within the overall scheme.

The same can be said for stair runners: A beautiful stair runner 
embellished with stair rods is a thing of beauty, but avoid  
overdoing it. They provide a very traditional, formal look and  
are quite an investment due to the various components needed. 
Dirt does tend to gather around the metal rods and bracket 
fitments and, over time, can make it more difficult to keep  
a runner spotlessly clean. 

Stair runners are very acceptable without stair rods, and this 
provides a more relaxed appearance, so make a choice that suits  
the type of look you are trying to create. Whatever you decide,  
the runner will benefit from a layer of carpet underlay or wadding 
between the stair tread and the runner – it gives each step a more 
pronounced, full look and provides softness underfoot. When 
runners first came onto the market, the dilemma was always what 
to do when you reached the top of the stairs, with very few being 
produced as carpet to match. Times have moved on, and now 
many companies can join lengths of runner together for a 
potential carpet in the same effect, or will produce plain carpet  
to match striped or patterned designs. An alternative to specially 
designed runners is to use carpet edged with binding tape or a 
whipped edge in a wool to match the carpet. For a very subtle 
effect, match to the colour or 
go a little darker. Otherwise, 
pick up on the colours in 
your design scheme. Doing 
some research and enquiring 
about all the possibilities can 
help make the right decision 
for all the right reasons. 

Wall-to-wall carpet certainly has the comfort factor, and  
is particularly suitable for bedrooms. Nothing is more  
pleasurable than putting your feet down on a luxurious carpet  
first thing in the morning. If blessed with wood floors in your 
living areas, having a large rug made from carpet to fit the 
perimeters of your room adds an extra layer of comfort, 
particularly in family or sitting rooms. As a larger statement than 
conventional rugs, it is there to give an extra layer of comfort  
and, colourwise, can really help bring a scheme together. Interior 
designers artfully use these made-to-measure carpet rugs to hold  
a configuration of furniture together in a room – they ground a 
scheme and bring disparate pieces together. Fairly new to the 
market are carpets in silk (at a premium) or polished cotton  
(with a more affordable price tag), which have a beautifully 
luxurious deep pile and soft handle. They tend to have the 
characteristics of a deep velvet pile carpet, as they can be brushed 
one way or another to give light and dark shades, but they offer  
a luxurious option for this larger style of comfort flooring.   

If this idea appeals, ask your carpet expert for the most subtle  
of tape finishes for the outer edge. The carpet surface, texture  
and colour will do all the work, so a discreet tape finish is ideal.  
If using a colour tape to match the carpet, this can be attached  
so it appears as a narrow binding on the front edge, with most  
of the tape being taken round to the back. 

For the everyday areas of a home, made-to-measure coir rugs  
work very well to delineate one space from another, as well  
as providing comfort and practicality to the lounging sections  
within kitchen-cum-dining areas. Any of these large bespoke rugs, 
and especially those in coir, benefit from a layer of underlay, 
specially made for rugs and attached to the underside. It not only 
gives the carpet rug a more luxurious feel underfoot, but the rug 
will adhere to the floor better and will therefore stay in place as 
you live in the room. These finishing touches cost a little more, 
but they really are worth it in the long run, as creeping rugs with 
rolled-up edges are a constant irritation, and can be somewhat 
dangerous in terms of friends and family tripping over. Buy the 
best underlay you can afford, as so many sold in high-street stores 
are ineffectual and you will only find yourself trying out every 
other option until you find the right one that does the job. 

The natural rugs made from coir and sisal look good with  
a more decorative braided edge, again chosen to tie in with  
the decorating scheme. There are plenty of trims to choose from, 
with companies such as Roger Oates offering many possibilities. 

A traditional rug adds comfort and style to no end of rooms.  
Do what most of us do not, and measure the space before making  
a purchase. It is so easy to buy a rug that is too small for the area, 
as everything looks very different on the floor of a shop. Rugs are 

heavy and unwieldy to get 
home only to discover the size  
is wrong, so do some 
homework and arm yourself 
with the right measurements 
before leaving for the shops. 
Do not get drawn in to 
compromising by buying 

something that looks good but is not a suitable size. I have a small 
book in my bag at all times with crucial measurements, so that I 
can make use of those opportunities when I see something I like, 
and need to be sure of the size.

Rugs also work well along corridors that receive lots of through 
traffic and are therefore protected with another layer of comfort.  
Choose or have a rug made that is long enough to lead the eye 
from one end to the other, otherwise it could just feel like a  
token for a more exciting idea. 

If at the initial stages of a project where wood flooring will  
be used, perhaps think about adding clever finishing touches  
to certain areas. Take, for instance, the front or back door into  
the garden: planning a space for a smart doormat insert into the 
flooring at installation stage gives a beautifully streamlined look  
to a wooden floor and produces a seamless effect. 

I started this piece by talking about how to think everything 
through regarding flooring. The developments in different 
materials have led to a real resurgence in handcrafted stone tiles of 
all shapes, sizes and thicknesses for flooring. Enjoy all these ideas 
in your home, but use expert advice to make sure the various 
elements you are thinking of combining will work as a whole.  
This points directly towards the importance that interior designers 
can have in steering clients towards a decision that will work, and 
have lasting good qualities for the flooring of a home.

Nothing is more pleasurable than 
putting your feet down on a luxurious 

carpet first thing in the morning
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE When you are 
dealing with oversized rooms, delineating 
the various areas is very important. Sims 
Hilditch has approached this design 
dilemma to perfection with a simple 
made-to-measure rug in the dining area. 
This needs to contain the table and a full set 
of chairs with ease for the idea to work well. 
Wall-to-wall carpeting offers the ultimate in 
sound insulation as well as feeling indulgent 

underfoot. Patterns remain less in vogue,  
yet can work wonderfully to add richness,  
as demonstrated here by this Renaissance 
design from Brintons. 
This clever consideration shows how interior 
designer Douglas Mackie creates a 
wonderful sense of calm with beautifully 
chosen pieces. Here, a rug is used to add  
a richness to the relaxed area the scheme 
and grounds the furniture within the space. 
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Flooring Resources 
Lay the foundations for a room with Mary Carroll’s suggested sources of inspiration

ALTERNATIVE FLOORING With new ranges  
from Ben Pentreath and Margo Selby joining the 
collection, Alternative Flooring creates a wealth  
of good looking designer flooring effects. A very 
comprehensive rug making service is offered 
with a starting point on the website that shows  
the different effects that can be achieved.  
alternativeflooring.com  

BOWLOOM An excellent collection of flooring 
choices along with striped, whipped, stitched  
tape and blind-stitched possibilities for stair  
runners. If uncertain about the differences  
between these finishes, the website is the best  
place to start for more information.  
bowloom.co.uk 

WARP & WEFT As textile flooring specialists, this 
company has a feel for interesting natural materials. 
The Naturtex range of rugs using a plaited version of 
shoelaces makes for stunning circular rugs suitable  
for small areas in need of an extra layer of warmth. 
warpandweft.co.uk 

ROGER OATES Known for its wonderful collection 
of rugs and runners in striking colour combinations, 
this brand now also includes a lifestyle store, so it 
is possible to enjoy more Roger Oates looks around 
the home. It is also now possible to create bespoke 
flooring options by choosing combinations from the 
existing colour palette and range of designs. There is 
also a stock of good underlay available.
rogeroates.com 

ARTISANS OF DEVIZES  For quality stone flooring 
in a beautiful range of stone varieties, colours and 
finishes, this family-run company based in Wiltshire  
is a much respected resource. Its particular specialism 
is English limestone flooring.
artisansofdevizes.com

STARK CARPET A good place to start if you want to 
look at a gallery of ideas for flooring. It is necessary 
to go through an interior designer to purchase from 
the collection, but well worth it if you are looking for 
something very special for your home.
starkcarpet.co.uk  n

LEFT TO RIGHT 
Stair runners sit well 
with carpet, wood 
and stone flooring. 
Isis Reed flatweave 
runner in 100% wool 
approx 70cm wide, 
around £826 for a 13 
step staircase without 
rods, Roger Oates. 
Natural plant fibre 
flooring suits country 
interior style well. 
Jute Big Panama 
Waffle, £32 a square 
metre, Alternative 
Flooring
A classical stone 
chequerboard floor is 
a timeless choice. 
Mallory & Tora Blue 
Chequerboard 
limestone in a 
tumbled finish, £126 
a square metre, 
Artisans of Devizes

FOR WHERE TO BUY SEE ADDRESS BOOK
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Lovingly hand crafted, & carefully made to measure. 
Our understanding of wood & stone flooring runs deep.

115 Queenstown Road, London, SW8 3RH
+44 (0)207 498 9665
trunksurfaces.com
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ARTISTRY 
UNDERFOOT

Beautifully designed and often involving months of  
painstaking work to make-to-order in bespoke sizes, these 

statement rugs are works of art for the floor

1 Haiku II, from £630 a square metre for 100 per cent wool to £1,100 a square metre for 
100 per cent silk, Amy Somerville 2 Maze III, hand-knotted, 100 per cent Himalayan wool, 
1.8m x 2.4m, £2,095, Jennifer Manners 3 Blueberry, Tibetan wool & Chinese silk, £1,670 
a square metre, Front London 4 Cow Parsley, hand-knotted wool and art silk, £388 a 
square metre, Amy Kent 5 Brown Flowers, 100 per cent wool, 2.74m x 3.65m, £9,840, 
Luke Irwin 6 Farrah Ruby, hand-knotted Tibetan wool and silk, 2.74x1.83m, £5,190; or 
£1,035 a square metre, by Nicole Fuller for The Rug Company

4

5

6

2
3

1
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7 Shadows, 100 per cent silk, 1.7m x 2.35m, £3,975, Deirdre Dyson 8 Summer Fantasia, 
all carpets made to order in any size, colour, design and quality, from £756 a square 
metre, shown in silk, £1,217 a square metre, Veedon Fleece 9 Basho, from £630 a square 
metre for 100 per cent wool to £1,100 a square metre for 100 per cent silk, Amy 
Somerville 10 Mantadia, crewelwork rug, from £78 to £398, Anthropologie 11 Cypress, 
hand stitched wool crewelwork, from £380, 1.53m x 0.91m, by Suzanne Sharp for The 
Rug Company 12 Rajni Light, Best Tibetan wool, £756 a square metre, Veedon Fleece.  n

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Experience the full range at www.jim-lawrence.co.uk 
Call: 01473 826934  Visit our showroom: The Ironworks, Lady Lane, Hadleigh, Suffolk IP7 6BQ

Call

01473 826934
for a free 
Brochure

GREAT BRITISH LIGHTING
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PENDANT LIGHTS
For general, ambient lighting purposes, in 
hallways and functional spaces, overhead 
lighting cannot be beaten. There is a  
wide variety of options – from ornate 
chandeliers to industrial designs – to suit  
a host of different settings; care should be 
taken to ensure pendants are hung at the 
correct height for the proportions of the 
space and to provide optimum lighting for 
the room’s function. For seating areas or 
bedrooms choose a fitting that gently  
filters the light, casting a pervasive soft, 
warm light, which is gentle on the eyes  
and brings an atmospheric glow to the 
room – compact fluorescent or eco-halogen 
bulbs work well. Strong, sculptural shapes 
can add drama to an entrance hall or 
stairwell, whilst a simple rise-and-fall design 
can be height-adjusted to tailor the mood 
in kitchen and dining room settings. 

DOWNLIGHTS
Invariably small and designed to be used in 
groups, recessed or surface-mounted 
downlights provide an even, ambient light 
across a space. Discreet and unobtrusive, 
recessed ceiling lights are ideal for rooms 
with low ceilings or for multifunctional 
rooms. Choose an eyeball downlight, 
which can be directed as a spotlight for 
kitchens, bathrooms or offices; these 
generally work best with eco-halogen  
or clear LED bulbs; whilst a recessed or 
semi-recessed fitting designed to work with 
the soft light emitted from opal, LED bulbs 
is best for general or mood lighting. 

UPLIGHTS
Here, the light is directed towards the 
ceiling, which acts as a reflector, creating a 
gentle light with very little glare, perfect for 
general lighting purposes but a poor light 
to work by. Uplighters highlight the ceiling, 

and so are ideal to highlight attractive 
mouldings or cornices. Carefully 
positioned, uplighters can also be used  
to create dramatic shadows to add depth 
and emphasise an unexpected structural 
element in the room. 

TASK LIGHTING
Whilst individual task lights may come in 
different shapes and sizes, they all provide 
good illumination of a workspace or task 
area. Reading lamps, desk lamps and 
under-cabinet lights all fall under this 
category. Task lighting is available to 
supplement general lighting as required 
and should be adjustable, to ensure that 
the light is well distributed over the 
workspace and is shadow-free. The light 

should be placed to the side of the working 
area to avoid glare, and then the beam 
positioned directly onto the task area to 
avoid shining the bulb in anyone’s eyes.

ACCENT LIGHTING 
The aim of accent lighting is to supplement 
ambient lighting, whilst adding drama, 
elegance or an unexpected twist to the 
room. This type of lighting should be 
brighter than the surrounding ambient 
lighting. It is also used to focus on artwork 
or architectural features that are of interest. 

WALL SCONCES
Wall sconces are often used as accent 
lighting. In most situations wall sconces 
work best in pairs (unless being used 

BY DEFINITION: 
LIGHTING

Artificial lighting can be both effective and decorative, and should be chosen with the 
function and mood of each room in mind. Here, we advise varieties and uses



ABOVE A group of simple pendants performs the dual task of providing a more intimate focus for  
dining and adding visual interest to an otherwise contemporary room scheme. 
Upton clear glass pendant light, from £80, Fritz Fryer
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as a task light) providing harmonious 
symmetry, often flanking a fireplace, 
mirror or painting, for example. Sconces 
come as uplighters, downlighters or a 
combination of both and offer single or 
multiple bulb options to provide sufficient 
light for the space. The choice can be 
overwhelming. Choosing a light that  
fits the period of the room is the safe 
option, but lighting can be used to 
dramatic effect when a more contemporary 
or unusual sconce is used in the context  
of a traditionally designed room.

COVE, SHELF & STEP LIGHTING
Cove lighting, built into recesses or ledges 
in a ceiling, or located high on a wall, 
directs the light upwards to the ceiling  
and down the wall, providing an even 
warm glow. Although cove lights may  
be used as ambient lighting, they are more 
commonly used to provide an aesthetic 
accent. Similar interest can also be created 
using shelf lighting, which forms small 
pools of light to add a focal point, whilst 
simultaneously illuminating the objects  
on display. Step lighting on a staircase in  
a hallway can create drama, particularly in 
a modern setting, turning a functional 
aspect of a home into a focal point.  n

LEFT A variety of light 
sources can be used to 
create focal points around  
a room. Hanging Paris 
Lantern, from £3,240, 
Charles Edwards 
BELOW A simple desk lamp 
may be positioned and 
adjusted to suit the 
particular task in hand. 
Wharton table lamp, from 
£117.60, Jim Lawrence
BOTTOM Rise-and-fall 
lighting may be adjusted to 
create the right mood. 
Dome Rise & Fall pendants 
in lacquered steel, £265,  
Davey Lighting
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An imposing George III secretary 
desk in elmwood brings gravitas  
to this large room yet sits 
comfortably with elegant and 
contemporary soft furnishings. 
Curtains in Laurence, £127 a metre; 
chair upholstered in Ocelot, £87  
a metre, both Hodsoll McKenzie  
at Zimmer + Rohde.

THE ALLURE OF 
ENGLISH ANTIQUES

Emma Crichton-Miller considers the wealth of techniques and 
histories to be found in fine English antiques
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Within Antoine de Saint-Exupéry’s 1939 memoir 
Wind, Sand and Stars, recalling his adventures as a 
French pilot over the Sahara desert in the 1920s 
and 30s, the author wrote: “to refine the curve of 

a piece of furniture, or a ship’s keel, or the fuselage of an airplane, 
until gradually it partakes of the elementary purity of the curve of 
a human breast or shoulder, there must be the experimentation  
of several generations of craftsmen.” Whilst English antique 
furniture does not always rely on curves for its essential beauty 
– straight lines often also being a vital design element – there is no 
getting away from experiment and the generations of craftsmen. It 
is precisely the combination of humanity and extraordinary skill 
reaching back into history that we recognise whenever we fall for 
an especially fine piece of antique furniture. 

It has become a truism that no-one is interested in antique 
furniture any more; that, in the words of experienced dealer Mike 
Golding of Huntington Antiques in Stow-on-the-Wold, “it is no 
longer necessary.” If simply looking to accommodate clothes and 
kitchen utensils, provide working surfaces, beds and seating, IKEA 
has it sewn up. It is also true that many of us no longer have the 
space to accommodate ten-foot-long tables or vast pedimented 
bookcases. However, to buy and to own even a single piece of 
antique English furniture is to engage in a quite different 
conversation from one of pure utility. 

To collect English antique furniture is to become intimate with 
history in a particularly physical way. It is also fundamentally to 
engage in a love affair with wood, because although gilding and 
lacquer and japanning have had their place in the history of 
English furniture, it was most often the wood itself that was 
considered the star of the show. The explosion of English 
furniture in the eighteenth century, whilst enabled by a booming 
economy and a cosmopolitan, fashion-conscious elite, was inspired 
above all by the new materials that international trade brought to 
our door. Mahogany, rosewood, tulipwood, satinwood, kingwood, 
calamander, alongside our own beautiful native and European 
woods – walnut, oak, holly, yew, maple, elm, ash, box, mulberry 
– each, at different times and in different ways, whether carved, 
veneered, inlaid or highly polished, has been brought forward to 
play a particular role in our furniture’s history. 

Paul Beedham, a dealer who specialises in the earliest pieces of 
English furniture to have survived from the fifteenth to the 
seventeenth century, claims the peak of early English furniture was 
from the 1530s to early 1600. Influxes of Flemish and German 
craftsmen into London, and exposure to the tastes of Renaissance 
France and Italy through trade and travel, throughout the 
Elizabethan era, meant an exuberant variety of styles flourished. 
“Some of the Elizabethan furniture is very sophisticated, with great 
attention to the manufacturing detail,” Beedham says. 

For many collectors and dealers, however, it is the advent of true 
cabinet making, after the accession of Charles II in 1660, that 
marks the beginning of the tradition in fine English furniture. 

ABOVE Pair of 
George II mahogany 
hallchairs. Similar 
items available from 
Bonhams, the  
auction house. 
LEFT This rosewood 
writing desk features 
in the library of 
Killerton House, a 
National Trust 
property. Rosewood 
was a popular choice 
amongst English 
furniture makers. 
BELOW French 
influences on English 
cabinetry are echoed 
in this George III 
satinwood cylinder 
bureau, sold recently 
by Bonhams.
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With the Restoration and then, later, with the arrival of William 
of Orange and his Queen, Mary, London was flooded with skilled 
craftsmen from France and the Low Countries, as well as new 
materials, especially European walnut. They brought a variety of 
skilled cabinet-making and marquetry skills, including veneering, 
gilding, and a taste for baroque elaboration. Added to developing 
skills in japanning, lacquer, and lathe-turning barley-twist legs, the 
scene was set for an explosion of fashionable variation. 

The next phase in English furniture began in 1721 when 
reduced tariffs on exotic woods imported from the Americas 
initiated the great boom in mahogany furniture. As dealer Patrick 
Sandberg explains, “There is no such thing as brown furniture.” 
The sides maybe brown, but the veneers on the finest pieces of 
furniture glow from deep chocolate to flame red, and later from 
the pale cream of satinwood to the pink of tulipwood. With such 
materials to play with, it is no wonder that English furniture had 
little truck with paint and gilt. Sandberg comments, “You look at 
these things and realise that it is not function that matters, but 
what these craftsmen could do with this new wood.” Whether  
it was Thomas Chippendale, Robert Gillow, Robert Adam,  
George Hepplewhite or Thomas Sheraton, this was the age  
of the great designers who stretched their craftsmen to ever  
greater accomplishment. 

For many, this period of exceptional craftsmanship came to an 
end in the 1830s. Melvin Haughey, a dealer in Kirkby Stephen, 
Cumbria, who has been in the business for 45 years, says the 
advent of industrial-scale machine processes made the difference. 
“It is a question of workmanship. With hand craftsmanship, there 
is variation of technique.” Moreover, where hand-cut veneer is an 
eighth of an inch thick, machine cut veneers are a sixteenth of an 
inch thick:  “That is really important,” Haughey comments. 

But if for many years the cut-off of respectable antiques was 
1830, today attitudes are changing. London dealer Ian Butchoff 
specialises in fine nineteenth-century furniture. He argues, “The 
craftsmanship didn’t stop in 1830; quite the contrary. There were 
more wealthy people in the world and also better technology to 
improve manufacture.” 

Whether taste is for these late flourishes of a long tradition or 
for the earliest trials, each piece of antique furniture made by a 
craftsman is not simply a thing of use or beauty, but a window 
onto a world in the past.  n

TOP Antiques fairs 
are a good place to 
view a range of items. 
This stand was 
created by Michael 
Lipitch at a previous 
LAPADA fair.  
TOP RIGHT An early 
Georgian camel-back 
sofa is a foil to the 
oak bed behind it in  
a scheme by Guy 
Goodfellow.
ABOVE Decorative 
antiques complement 
larger furniture pieces 
from the 18th and 
19th centuries in the 
offering from 
LAPADA member 
Wick Antiques. The 
company also offers  
a buying, selling and 
consulting service.

LOOKING FURTHER
It can pay to cultivate a relationship 
with a favourite dealer, who will be able 
to keep an eye out for chosen pieces 
on your behalf. Alternatively, antiques 
fairs provide opportunity to view the 
offerings of many participating dealers 
in one place. Mieka Sywak, director of 
the LAPADA Art and Antiques Fair 
advises on attending a fair. “Research 
the market to get an understanding of 
what you want to buy and what you 
can afford in advance. Also, do engage 
with dealers – the good ones are 
usually more than happy to offer 
insight and share their knowledge on 
the items they have for sale.”

DATES TO NOTE
LAPADA Fair, Association of Arts and 
Antiques Dealers, 22-27 September, 
lapada.org
Winter Olympia Arts & Antiques Fair 
2-8 November, olympiaantiques.com 
BADA Fair, British Antiques Dealers’ 
Association, 9-15 March 2016,  
bada-antiques-fair.co.uk
Chelsea Antiques Fair 17-20 March 
2016, penman-fairs.co.uk 
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Can you reveal the shops or brands you 
favour as fabric/wallpaper resources?
I don’t necessarily have “favourites” as each 
project requires a different style depending 
on the style of the house and brief from 
the client. Obviously quality is a big factor, 
followed by price point, and often the 
choice will be determined by the 
availability. For wallpaper, I like Thibaut 
for patterned and Farrow & Ball for plain. 
For fabrics, GP & J Baker, as they carry 
many brands; Turnell & Gigon for a good, 
varied selection, and Tissus d’Hélène for 
more unusual prints.

Who is your ‘go-to’ artisan maker or 
bespoke specialist?
I have quite a few that we use on a regular 
basis, whether for bespoke joinery or 
upholstery, and, for lighting, we tend to 
use W Sitch in London or Madson Black 
for special commissions. 

Which paint shade acts as the perfect 
background for ‘brown’ furniture?
It will depend on the room and its use, but 
a good green works well, such as Farrow & 
Ball Breakfast Room Green. 
 
What is your favourite item and your 
favourite room at Blenheim Palace?
All the rooms are special in their own way. 
I love the proportions of The Great Hall 
and it is a great example of grand Baroque 
architecture. I love the John Singer Sargent 
portrait of my Great Grandparents, the 9th 
Duke and Duchess, with their two sons. 
 
Which buildings or places inspire you?
Every new one I visit. I am a member of 
the National Trust and English Heritage 
and make a point of visiting historic 
houses when I can. I recently went to 
Osborne House, which was a fascinating 
mix of Victoriana.

Which exhibition or event this year is 
written in red pen in your diary?
I love Masterpiece as it is like walking 
around several Museums at the same time. 
For Interior Design: Maison & Objet 
(Paris), Decorex (London) and I go to 
High Point Market in the USA.
 
Which new collection are you most 
looking forward to this year? 
I am a bit bored by the constant flow of 
embroidered fabrics, and it would be 
good to have some new smaller prints. n

CLOCKWISE FROM 
ABOVE The Great Hall 
at Blenheim Palace.
Breakfast Room Green, 
£38 for 2.5 litres, 
Farrow & Ball.
Thibaut Regency 
wallpaper is available 
in six colourways.
Tissus d’Hélène offers 
a good selection of 
patterned fabrics.
Lady Henrietta 
Spencer-Churchill.

HENRIETTA SPENCER-CHURCHILL

LITTLE BLACK BOOK

Respected classical interior decorator, Henrietta Spencer-Churchill  
is also founder of antiques specialist Woodstock Designs, author  
of multiple books on interiors, and the eldest daughter of the 11th 
Duke of Marlborough. Here, she reveals some favoured resources
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Clean design and sound construction 
make kitchens with a Shaker influence  

a popular choice

TIME-
HONOURED 
SIMPLICITY

Beauty rests on utility,’ is one of the credos of the 
Shakers, an American religious sect founded in 
England in the 1700s that developed a unique style 
of furniture still popular today. The Shakers live in 

a small, cut-off community and strive for self-sufficiency. This 
includes building their own houses and furniture. They 
believe objects should be functional and that ornamentation 
is deceitful and shows the sin of pride. All work is done for 
God so it has to be carried out with great thought and care. 
As a result the pieces they produce are simple, minimal, 
practical and beautifully constructed. No surprise then that 
this aesthetic has endured. 

Kitchen design is an area where this influence is keenly felt 
and many kitchen companies include a Shaker-influenced 
design in their range. Tamsin Collier, design director of 
Armorel explains its appeal: “Shaker style has an elegant, 
humble simplicity that is beautifully uncomplicated. It gives  
a true blank canvas that can be dressed up or down, styled 
traditionally or with a modern edge.”

DOOR FURNITURE
“Order is an important and necessary part of Shaker 
communal life. Modern shaker kitchens reflect the 
original philosophy of having a place for everything  
so things could be easily found,” says Peter Humphrey, 
design director of Humphrey Munson. “Shaker 
furniture is beautiful inside and out, so even simple 
drawers are made with exceptional care and skill.”  
This solid oak drawer from the company’s Cook’s 
Pantry, with its hand-carved lettering, is the 
embodiment of both points, and would make a fine 
addition to any Shaker-inspired kitchen. 

Humphrey Munson Kitchens start at £30,000  
(excluding appliances) 

‘
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RANGE COOKER
A Shaker kitchen should look timeless, so  
a high-tech cooker is a no-no. Instead, opt for  
a traditional range cooker. There are plenty of 
brands to chose from, but look for a design that 
echoes the Shaker principles of unfussy, functional 
design. This cast-iron example by Esse is ideal, and 
gives this kitchen by deVOL a demure focal point. 

The Real Shaker Kitchen, from £8,000 (excluding 
appliances), deVOL

KITCHEN TABLE
A generous kitchen table creates an inviting, 
informal atmosphere that suits the unpretentious, 
homely feel of the Shaker-style kitchen. “When 
choosing your kitchen table consider your 
cabinetry and think about what style will suit your 
scheme best. Opting for a table in a different 
colour is a lovely way to inject a complementary 
shade into the space. For a welcoming country feel 
choose a selection of chairs in different wood, or 
different shades in a similar palette,” advises Jayne 
Coleman, designer at John Lewis of Hungerford. 
Choose chairs that reflect the honesty of hand-
turned spindles and carved, saddle-backed chairs, 
and select woven-tape, rush or solid wooden seats. 

Prices for an Artisan kitchen from £25,000 from John 
Lewis of Hungerford
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Meet Jessica,  
the Hampshire farmer 
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as ‘The Duvet lady’

Her Southdown sheep  
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pillows and mattress covers

Call Jessica today  
on 01730 827 148 –

She can help you  
sleep like a lamb
southdownduvets.com

But Southdown bedding  
is limited and bespoke so 
don’t wait too long...
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STORAGE SOLUTION
A Shaker kitchen needs to be free from clutter. Good 

storage, such as this larder cupboard by Middleton 
Bespoke, is important. “Our breakfront larder 

cupboard is a simply styled, substantial but unimposing 
piece with enough room to store food, crockery and 

glassware, along with any unsightly items such as food 
processors or microwaves, in an organised 

fashion,”explains Jasper Middleton, director of 
Middleton Bespoke. The last point is important as 

modern appliances will spoil the ageless Shaker look.

Kitchens start at £25,000 (excluding appliances),  
Middleton Bespoke

COLOURS
The Shakers either apply a preserving varnish to 
their furniture, or paint in colours dictated by 
their sects – yellow, red, light and dark blue and 
blue green. This free-standing Vermont kitchen 
by Fired Earth gives the traditional Shaker 
finishes a modern twist by combining oak and 
and soft greys with touches of blue. “Palettes such 
as these have a timeless appeal that perfectly suit 
the clean lines of classic, Shaker-style cabinetry,” 
explains creative director of Fired Earth Rob 
Whitaker. For an authentic look consider casein 
paint, which the Shakers make themselves, and 
which gives a soft, chalky finish. Earthborn offers  
a good range. 

Free-standing Vermont kitchen from just under 
£10,000 (excluding appliances), Fired Earth
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MODEST ACCESSORIES
A simple plate rack, such as the one seen in this kitchen by Martin 
Moore, could certainly not be described as ornamentation. 
Nevertheless it adds a modest decorative touch, providing interest 
for the eye without compromising the pleasing simplicity of the 
kitchen. It is also extremely practical as the plates are easy to  
store and access. As Richard Moore, design director at Martin 
Moore asserts: “Keeping china in a plate rack above the sink is 
both functional and decorative – a perfect illustration of  
Shaker philosophy.”

Complete kitchens from £40,000, Martin Moore

WOODEN WORKTOPS
The Shakers make their furniture exclusively from wood, so  
a wood worktop is an appropriate choice for this style of kitchen. 
Authentic choices include maple, cherry or pine, but any timber, 
including this iroko worktop from British Standard, will provide 
the same natural look. Wood worktops need some maintenance in 
the form of regular oiling as a protection from watermarks. Oils 
are straightforward to apply, but surfaces need recoating every 
three to six months, depending on usage. 

Kitchens start at £7,000 (excluding appliances), British Standard  n

SUBTLE FIELDING
“If we were to stay utterly true to the Shaker ethos of clean and simple 
lines, the raised and fielded panel would only be used on the inside of 
the cabinet door to keep it stable and prevent warping,” notes Tamsin 

Collier, design director of Armorel. However, she is also quick to 
point out this style of cabinet door has become a key part of the 

modern Shaker kitchen (utterly unadorned doors being too severe for 
today’s taste), and its unassuming good looks are undoubtedly true to 

the spirit of the Shaker philosophy of design. 

Complete kitchens start at £25,000, Armorel
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STATEMENT
STYLE 

Create an impressive bathroom 
scheme by selecting fixtures and 
fittings that exude an expressive 

sense of style  

114 THE ENGLISH HOME
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Marble is often used in the bathroom, but less often to create  
both the walls and floor of a shower area. Because all stone is 
porous, careful attention must be paid to sealing both the marble 
and any exposed joints. By extending the marble across the whole 
area of this shower, the owners have avoided the alcove space 
appearing like an afterthought, where the shower has been placed 
simply for convenience. Instead, the eye-catching, bespoke design, 
appears both luxurious and spacious. 

Bespoke glass shower screen; Nene shower in nickel, available with a 
200mm or 300mm shower rose, from £2514, Drummonds

DARK DRAMA
Black is certainly a statement colour choice for the 
bathroom, but many of us would steer away from the 
colour if not overly keen on a modern aesthetic or worried 
that it might appear stark. However, in this room we see 
how black can be used to striking effect in a classic 
scheme, by pairing an historically-shaped bateau bath with  
a traditional washstand. Copper tones warm up the glossy 
and matt surfaces of the black finishes on the bath and 
washstand to achieve a cosy and intimate feel and are 
echoed by the painted wall finish. 

Interior Design by Douglas Mackie Design

Making a design statement in a bathroom can be 
achieved in numerous ways with furnishings, 
flooring and accessories. The style of the statement 
will depend upon personal taste, but may range 

from grand, bold features to a more subtle touch, which is imbued 
with character. Whichever approach is taken, the result should 
create a distinctive style, which anchors the mood of the room.

BATHING BEAUTY
Light blues are often used in bathrooms, but this dark 
navy shade is less common, resulting in an unexpected 
and strong visual, which looks particularly smart teamed 
with marble and polished nickel. The grouping effect of 
this bath, mirror and storage area, creates a sumptuous 
presentation. Alternative dark shades that would elicit a 
similar sophisticated effect include chocolate brown, 
charcoal grey and wine red.     

Alchemy collection, solid cast-iron hand-painted bath, 
bathrooms from £17,000, Smallbone of Devizes

THE ENGLISH HOME 115

COUNTRY OPULENCE
Interior style is often categorised as relaxed or smart, but of course, 
many of us like a blend of both styles, which can offset each other 
beautifully. In this wooden-beamed, country house, marble is used 
copiously throughout the bathroom, yet it does not appear ‘over 
the top’ because it contrasts with the mellow beams and simple 
cream walls. The indulgent impression is amplified by the 
inclusion of the bath in the same material, which, in itself, 
provides a contemporary, visual statement.

Antique free-standing bath; classic bath mixer taps, £1434, Drummonds
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CONTEMPORARY OPULENCE 
This bathroom showcases a sophisticated modernity, 
utilising stylised details throughout the room, all working 
together to create a sense of luxury. The patterned 
wallpaper gives the room the more lavish feel of a dressing 
room, rather than a conventional bathroom, and this is 
magnified by the resplendent dressing table with basins 
either side. The sleek floor tiles cleverly replicate the effect 
of a rug in the centre of the room to create an inspired 
focal point. The reflective surfaces of the lights, seating and 
side table, contribute a glittering lustre and echoes of art 
deco aesthetic. For a classic twist, the acrylic seat could be 
replaced with an upholstered occasional chair.

Michael Mariotti Interior Design; York bath, £2,250, 
Victoria and Albert bathrooms 

FLOOR PRINT 
Creating statement style can be about allowing one feature of the room to 

sing out. The tone for this glamorous scheme is primarily set by the 
dramatic floor, without which, the room would not have the same elegant 
distinction. Although the pattern looks complex, it is actually made from 

long, thin tiles, carefully laid in a zig-zag pattern. The direction of the floor 
tiles lends the room originality in contrast to the typical chequerboard 

pattern and the rhythmic movement prevents the flooring from becoming 
too dominant a feature. To maximise impact, full length mirrors 

make the room appear larger. The rest of the room has been kept pattern-
free, but the shapely silhouettes of the sink and bath stops them from 

seeming ‘plain’ by comparison to the floor, and carry through the quasi art 
deco-style colours and shapes of the rest of the bathroom. 

For similar floor tiles try Ann Sacks; Vittone signature console vanity basin, £499; 
Vittone black freestanding bath, £799, Bathrooms.com  

NEW HEIGHTS
This free-standing bath and washstand are situated against a utilitarian 
backdrop, decorated with unpolished wooden floorboards, a weathered 
chair and floor-to-ceiling tiles on one wall. However, the circular shower 
curtain works with the informal scheme, reorienting the mood from casual 
– even somewhat austere – to whimsical, proving how just one statement 
feature can elevate a bathroom from the ordinary to the extraordinary. 
This bold blue canopy of fabric transports a functional bathroom away 
from daily routines towards a pampering haven. The shower curtain also 
makes the most of the tall ceiling, encouraging the eye to follow the 
upward lines of the decorative wall panelling, cultivating  
a feeling of space using height instead of width. 

Bateau bath, cast iron, £4,450; antique cabinet basin, £2,200, The Water 
Monopoly; try Victorian Plumbing for shower curtain rail  n FE
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HARVEST GLOW
Pumpkin, the prolific crop of the 
season, often gets a bad press, seen  
fit only for carving for Halloween 
lanterns. Smaller varieties with denser 
flesh are much more suitable for 
delicious autumnal feasts, however, 
our American friends enjoy pumpkin 
in all manner of guises, from breads to 
lattes, and their traditional pumpkin 
pie is a rather scrumptious way to use 
up a glut of the squash. Simply an 
adaptation of a classic custard tart, 
Mrs Beeton even had a recipe in her 
Book of Household Management. Beeton 
flavoured her pie with brandy, but 
spices such as cinnamon, nutmeg and 
ginger can also add aromatic notes. 
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QUINTESSENTIALLY
Inspiration for seasonal pastimes, to make the most of life at home, starts here 

THE ENGLISH HOME 119
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Earthier
Skye Gyngell offers a selection of 
inspiring dishes in which autumnal 
flavours come to the fore 

PLEASURES
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BRAISED KID WITH SQUASH, 
TAMARIND AND CHICKPEAS
Goat is an underused meat with a 
wonderful rich, almost earthy, flavour. I 
like the legs and shoulders best – slowly 
braised with spices until meltingly tender 
and falling apart. If kid is difficult to find 
you can substitute lamb – the flavour is not 
dissimilar.

Serves 4–6
1 shoulder of kid (or lamb), about 4kg 
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper 
1-2 tbsp olive oil
300ml dry white wine
1 garlic bulb, halved horizontally
4-5 bay leaves
1 dried chilli, roughly chopped
2 cinnamon sticks
3 star anise
250g cooked jarred or good quality 
tinned chickpeas, drained

For the squash:
1 winter squash (onion squash is  
my favourite)
½ tsp cumin seeds
½ tsp nigella seeds
½ tsp mustard seeds
½ tsp coriander seeds
½ tsp dried chilli flakes
2 tbsp tamarind paste
1 tsp honey
Juice of ½ lime
4 tbsp olive oil
Pinch of salt

To serve:
200g Greek-style yoghurt
2 garlic cloves, peeled and crushed
Juice of 1 lime
Pinch of salt
Herb leaves, such as sage, marjoram  
and/or parsley
Extra virgin olive oil, to trickle

• Preheat the oven to 160°C/gas mark 3. 
Place a large frying pan over a medium 
heat. Season the meat well with salt and 
pepper. When the pan is hot, add the olive 
oil, then the meat and brown well on all 
sides, turning as necessary. 
• Transfer the meat to a roasting tin. Pour 
on the wine, add the garlic and scatter over 
the bay leaves, dried chilli, cinnamon and 

star anise. Cover the tin with foil, sealing 
well. Cook in the middle of the oven for 
3½ hours, turning the meat once or twice, 
until tender and falling from the bone. 
• Uncover and leave until cool enough to 
handle, then lift the meat onto a board 
and remove the bones. Return the meat  
to the roasting tin and add the chickpeas. 
Re-cover with the foil and return to the 
oven for 1 hour. 
• Meanwhile, prepare the squash. Halve 
lengthways, scoop out the seeds, then slice 
into wedges and place in a bowl. Toast the 
spice seeds in a small, dry frying pan over  
a medium heat. As soon as they begin to 
pop, remove the pan from the heat. Pound 
the toasted spices finely with the dried 
chilli flakes, using a pestle and mortar. 
• For the dressing, place the tamarind 
paste in a bowl, add the ground spices, 
honey, lime juice, olive oil and a good 
pinch of salt, and stir well to combine.
• Spoon the dressing over the squash and 
toss to coat the wedges. Transfer them to  
a roasting tray, cover with foil and place in 
the oven alongside the meat for the last 35 
minutes of its roasting time.
• Meanwhile, in a small bowl, mix the 
yoghurt with the garlic, lime juice and  
a good pinch of salt. Check that the squash 
is tender by piercing with a knife.
• To serve, arrange the meat, squash  
and chickpeas on warm plates and add  
a spoonful of yoghurt. Scatter over the 
herbs and finish with a trickle of extra 
virgin olive oil. 

“Autumn is the 
mellower 
season, and 
what we lose in 
flowers we more 
than gain in 
fruits”

Samuel Butler, author 
(1835-1902)  

ABOVE Australian-born Skye 
Gyngell has established an 
enviable reputation as one of 
Britain's most admired chefs.  
Her new restaurant, Spring, in 
London's iconic Somerset House is 
already garnering rave reviews.
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CRAB WITH CRÈME FRAÎCHE  
AND ROE
This combination of textures and flavours 
works beautifully and makes for a lovely 
simple starter. At the restaurant we serve  
it on individual plates, but you could just  
as well arrange it nicely on one large plate 
in the centre of the table for everyone to 
help themselves.

Serves 6
360g freshly prepared white crab meat
2½-3 tbsp mild-tasting extra-virgin  
olive oil
Juice of ½ lemon, or to taste
Handful of mixed herb leaves, such  
as chervil, purslane and mint, and/or 
rocket leaves
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper
180ml crème fraîche 
100g lumpfish roe 
Rye crackers, to serve

• Preheat the oven to its lowest setting and 
warm the rye crackers gently on a tray in 
the oven whilst you prepare the other 
ingredients.
• Pick over the crab meat to remove any 
fragments of shell, then place in a bowl 
and season very sparingly with salt and just 
a little black pepper. Add about 1½ tbsp 
olive oil and a few drops of lemon juice. 
Toss together very lightly but thoroughly 
with your fingertips. 
• In a separate bowl, dress the leaves with 
the remaining olive oil and lemon juice to 
taste. Season with salt and pepper and toss 
gently to coat. 
• Divide the crab meat among the plates 
and arrange the dressed leaves alongside. 
Spoon the crème fraîche on top of the crab 
and finish with the roe. Serve the warmed 
rye crackers on the side. 
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HALIBUT WITH MUSTARD 
SEEDS, CURRY LEAVES AND 
TOMATOES
This beautiful dish presents crisp-
skinned, fresh white fish in a light and 
aromatic broth. It is important to use 
whole spices here, as their flavour is 
cleaner, lighter and zingier than ground 
spices. The tamarind adds a delicate 
sourness and fresh curry leaves lend  
an incomparable citrusy and delicately 
aromatic flavour. Both tamarind and 
curry leaves are available from Asian 
food stores and some supermarkets. I 
really enjoy eating this dish 
accompanied by steamed Asian greens 
or spinach and a little bowl of steamed 
jasmine rice.

Serves 5
For the aromatic broth:
1½ tsp black mustard seeds
5 cardamom pods, seeds extracted
1 tsp fennel seeds
1 tbsp ghee (or unsalted butter)
2 small yellow onions, finely sliced
2.5cm knob of fresh ginger, peeled 

and finely sliced into matchsticks
15 fresh curry leaves, plus a few more  
to serve
1-2 red chillies, deseeded and finely 
sliced into rounds, plus more to serve
2 tbsp tamarind water (see note)
200g ripe, flavourful tomatoes 

Knob of unsalted butter
1kg wild halibut fillet (with skin), cut 
into 200g portions
Sea salt
Lime wedges to serve

• For the aromatic broth, place a  
large, heavy-based pan over a medium 
heat. When hot, add the mustard, 
cardamom and fennel seeds and toast 
gently, stirring, for a minute or until 
they begin to jump from the base of the 
pan. Turn down the heat slightly and 
add the ghee (or butter), onions, ginger 
and a little salt. 
• Cook gently for 15 minutes until  
the onions are soft and translucent. 
Add the curry leaves, sliced chillies  
and tamarind water and cook for 5 

minutes. Now add the tomatoes and 
cook for a further 20 minutes, stirring 
every now and then. 
• Meanwhile, preheat the oven to 
180°C/Gas 4. Place a large non-stick 
ovenproof pan over a high heat, then 
add the butter. Season the fish 
generously with salt on the skin side 
only. When the butter is melted and 
sizzling, lay the fish, skin side down, in 
the pan and cook for a couple of 
minutes until the skin is golden. 
Without turning the fish, transfer the 
pan to the middle shelf  
of the oven and cook for a further  
3–4 minutes until just cooked.
• Taste the broth and adjust the 
seasoning – it may need a little more 
salt. Spoon the broth into warm bowls 
and lay the fish fillets on top. Scatter 
with curry leaves and sliced chilli to 
taste over the dish and serve with  
lime wedges. 

Note: To make tamarind water, soak 
pieces of tamarind pod in hot water to 
cover for 15-20 minutes, then strain. 
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BUTTERFLIED LAMB WITH ROASTED 
BEETROOTS AND CARROTS
We often have grilled lamb on the menu at 
Spring – in one guise or another. Sometimes 
we rub the surface with spices to give it a 
lovely Middle Eastern feel, which works so 
well with the flavour created from the flames 
on the grill. Here the lamb is just really well 
seasoned on the outside, allowing the sweet, 
earthy flavours of young carrots and beetroot 
to shine through.

Serves 6
A leg of spring lamb, about 2kg, boned 
and butterflied (ask your butcher to 
do this)
4 garlic cloves, smashed but not peeled
6 thyme sprigs 
7 tbsp olive oil
Juice of 1 lemon

For the olive-and-mint sauce:
100g pitted good quality black olives
A bunch of mint, leaves only
100ml olive oil

2 tbsp red-wine vinegar
Pinch of salt

Bunch of beetroot, scrubbed and halved 
lengthways
Bunch of carrots, scrubbed; larger ones 
halved lengthways
5-6 ripe tomatoes
3 rosemary sprigs, leaves only, chopped
Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

• Cut the lamb into 6 portions. Mix the 
garlic, thyme, 4 tbsp olive oil and the 
lemon juice together in a bowl large 
enough to hold the lamb. Add the lamb 
and turn to coat well. Cover and marinate 
for at least 2 hours, turning occasionally.
• Meanwhile, prepare the vegetables and 
sauce. Preheat the oven to 200°C/gas mark 
6. For the sauce, roughly chop the olives 
and mint, combine in a bowl and add the 
olive oil, wine vinegar and a good pinch of 
salt. Stir well and set aside. 
• Place the beetroot in a roasting tray, 
drizzle with 2 tbsp olive oil and season with 

salt and pepper. Cover the tray tightly with 
foil and bake on the middle shelf of the 
oven for 30 minutes. Add the carrots to the 
tray, toss with the beetroot and roast, 
uncovered, for 35 minutes or until both 
carrots and beetroot are tender when 
pierced with a sharp knife. 
• In the meantime, tear the tomatoes in 
half with your hands and place them in  
a bowl. Add the chopped rosemary and  
1 tbsp olive oil, season with salt and pepper 
and toss to mix. Once the roasted 
vegetables are cooked, remove from the 
oven and add the tomatoes. Toss to 
combine and keep warm.
• Turn up the grill to high. Remove the 
lamb from the marinade, pat dry and 
season well. Grill for a few minutes, 
turning as necessary to brown well all over, 
then turn the heat to low and cook for 6 
minutes on each side. Remove and set 
aside in a warm place to rest for 10 mins. 
• Slice the lamb and arrange on warm 
plates with the roasted vegetables. Spoon 
over some olive and mint sauce to serve.  
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QUINCE AND COBNUT TART
Quince is probably my favourite autumn 
fruit. Tasting somewhere between an 
apricot and a pear, it is beautiful to behold 
and a joy to cook. It does, however, need 
long, slow cooking to soften the flesh and 
intensify the lovely colour. This upside-
down tart is really a variation on a tarte 
Tatin and is best eaten still slightly warm 
from the oven, with a scoop of vanilla ice 
cream or crème fraîche.

Serves 8–10
For the quince:
4 firm, ripe, unblemished quinces
100g caster sugar
2 bay leaves
1 vanilla pod, split in half lengthways
About 350ml verjuice or water

For the pastry:
150g plain flour
85g chilled unsalted butter
Pinch of salt
1 tsp caster sugar
3 tbsp chilled water

To assemble:
30g chopped cobnuts or hazelnuts
20g chilled unsalted butter, cut into  
small flakes
1-1½ tbsp caster sugar

• Preheat the oven to 160°C/gas mark 3. 
Wipe the quince clean with a clean, damp 
cloth, then, with a sharp knife, cut 
lengthways in half. 
• Place the quince, cut side up, in a small 
roasting tray into which they fit snugly, and 
scatter over the sugar, bay leaves and vanilla 

pod (with seeds). Pour over enough verjuice 
or water to just cover, then seal tightly 
with foil. Bake on the middle shelf of the 
oven for 1½ hours, then remove the foil 
and return to the oven for a further  
30 minutes. 
• Remove from the oven and pour off the 
cooking liquor into a small pan. Bring to 
the boil and allow to bubble until reduced 
to a thick syrup consistency, almost like  
a caramel. Set aside with the baked quince.
• For the pastry, it is a good idea to chill 
the flour in the fridge for 20 minutes or  
so before you start. Sift the flour into  
a bowl. Cut the cold butter into 5mm 
slivers, letting them fall into the flour as 
you cut them. Add the salt and sugar. With 
your fingertips, work the butter lightly into 
the dough. You should have a texture like 
very rough sand. Add the water and mix 
until the dough just comes together. 
• Tip the crumby dough onto a large sheet 
of clingfilm and place another sheet of 
clingfilm on top. Using a rolling pin, roll 
out the dough into a thick disc, then 
transfer to the fridge to rest for 15 minutes.
• Preheat the oven to 200°C/gas mark 6. 
Core each baked quince half, then slice 
into 4 or 5 wedges. Arrange, skin-side 
down, in a circular pattern over the base of 
a 20cm springform cake tin. Scatter the 
chopped nuts over the top, adding 2 tbsp 
of the reduced quince cooking liquor.
• Unwrap the pastry and place on a lightly 
floured surface. Roll out very thinly to  
a large round, about 24cm in diameter and 
no thicker than 3mm. Trim the edges.
• Dot the quince with the butter flakes. 
Carefully lay the pastry over the top, 
tucking the edges down inside the rim  
of the cake tin. Prick the pastry with a fork 
and sprinkle with the sugar. 
• Bake in the oven for 45 minutes until 
the pastry is dark golden and the juices are 
bubbling around the edges. 
• Leave to stand for 10 minutes before 
carefully inverting and turning out the tart 
onto a plate to serve.  

Skye Gyngell’s latest book, Spring, (£25, 
Quadrille), bears the name of her new 
restaurant that opened in Somerset House, 
London, earlier this year. Recipe photography  
by Andy Sewell.  n
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AUTUMN ESCAPES
Michelin-starred menus, luxurious attention to detail and tranquil locations: 

enjoy a desirable break in one of Britain’s most characterful pubs

THE STAR INN
HAROME, NORTH YORKSHIRE 
Believed to date from the fourteenth 
century, many of the The Star Inn’s nine 
bedrooms come with surprising extras, from 
the intriguing rope-slung bed – akin to a 
rustic tester bed – to a snooker table –  and 
even a piano, ready and waiting to tinkle a 
lullaby on the ivories before bed. It is not 
just the bedrooms that are a spectacle either, 
with the dramatic wheelhouse dining room 
bringing to mind a historic setting for a 
banquet. Its rustic medieval-style grandeur is 
evoked with a vaulted ceiling and a huge, 
purpose-built octagonal table. The pub lives 
up to its name, regaining its Michelin star 
this year, having previously held the  
accolade from 2002 to 2011.  
thestaratharome.co.uk
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THE WOOLPACK INN  
TOTFORD, HAMPSHIRE
There is a playful offbeat theme to the decor 
and mood of the seven distinctive double 
en-suite bedrooms at TheWoolpack Inn, 
Hampshire. Each room is named after a 
different game bird and decorated with 
comforting touches, such as a strokeable 
feather-covered duvet and luxurious Branche 
d’Olive toiletries. The rest of the pub has a 
hearty country style, with large wooden 
settles and leather seats. The pub serves its 
own real ale, called Ramshead, and a 
selection of moreish home-made bar snacks.

The dining room menu is changed 
regularly to reflect the best local 
ingredients on offer, including game and 
trout from chalk streams. If afforded with 
clement weather, guests can dine in the 
heated outdoor area and watch the chefs 
cooking over the wood burner. The 
Hampshire inn is found in the smallest 
hamlet in Britain, and there are plenty of 
outdoor activities to try in the surrounding 
Candover Valley. Alternatively, the 
Watercress Line stream railway takes a 
scenic route through the countryside to the 
highest station in the south of England. 
thewoolpackinn.co.uk

THE DRUNKEN DUCK  
BARNGATES, CUMBRIA
The legend relates to three feathered 
friends, who narrowly escaped the cooking 
pot, to end up being dressed in knitted 
waistcoats by the landlady, instead – a tale 
that is easy to imagine unfolding in the 
remote, misty and mountainous landscape 
of Ambleside in the Lake District, just down 
the road from Beatrix Potter’s Hill Top 
home. To enjoy nature even closer at hand, 
the inn has a private garden complete with  
a tarn (mountain pool). Room rates include 
cream tea on arrival, breakfast and morning 
tea or coffee. All guests also have free use 
of the leisure facilities at the nearby 
Langdale Country Club. 
drunkenduckinn.co.uk
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THE LORD CREWE ARMS 
BLANCHLAND, COUNTY DURHAM  
Located in the midst of the north Pennines 
in the village of Blanchland, The Lord 
Crewe Arms was built from the remains of 
a twelfth-century priory. Following a two- 
year renovation, which was completed this 
year, the 21 bedrooms have been decorated 
in a sumptuous modern-country style, with 
tactile textures and schemes reflecting the 
colours of the Northumberland landscape.  

The great outdoors also inspires the 
dishes created in the restaurant and Crypt 
bar. Seasonal ingredients are freshly picked 
from the kitchen garden and the chef uses 
the pub’s own smoke house when creating 
dishes. For an evening in keeping with the 
history of the pub, venture down to the 
dark and twinkling Crypt bar and sip the 
pub’s own specially concocted cocktails, 
made from home-grown ingredients. 
lordcrewearmsblanchland.co.uk

THE DEVONSHIRE ARMS 
BOLTON ABBEY, NORTH YORKSHIRE  
To wine and dine in the manner of landed 
gentry, visit The Devonshire Arms on the 
Chatsworth Estate. Owned by the 12th 
Duke and Duchess of Devonshire, the 13 
bedrooms were redecorated in 1981 by 
Deborah, the late Dowager Duchess, and 
reflect her personal taste and traditional 
attention to detail. Keep an eye out around 
the building for the impressive artwork on 
display; many pieces are from Chatsworth’s 
Devonshire collection, said to be one of 
the finest private collections in Europe. 
Make sure to enquire about the special 
price for booking an overnight stay, along 
with tickets to Chatsworth House and 
gardens (still the current family home of 
the Duke and Duchess). 

Unwind after a day of hill walking with  
a visit to the pub’s own spa and a meal in 
the restaurant, headed under renowned 
Roux scholar Adam Smith.  
thedevonshirearms.co.uk
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THE HAND AND FLOWERS 
MARLOW, BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
The only British pub to be awarded two 
Michelin stars, The Hand & Flowers was 
opened in 2005 by Tom and Beth 
Kerridge. The acclaimed menu presents 
classic food, which has been taken on a 
culinary adventure to achieve an incredible 
array of dishes worthy of the finest dining. 
The dining room has an intimate feel with 
informal wooden chairs, tongue-and-groove 
panelling and exposed brick walls. There is 
a set lunch list or an à la carte menu 
(booking is paramount). The pub’s eight 
bedroom suites are individually decorated 
in a quirky modern-country style with 
generous baths, hot tubs and rain showers 
to help guests relax and unwind.   
thehandandflowers.co.uk

THE VILLAGE PUB 
BARNSLEY, GLOUCESTERSHIRE 
Tucked away amidst the traditional  
honey-coloured stone houses in the 
Cotswolds village of Barnsley, The Village 
Pub encapsulates all the desirable 
ingredients of its name. The traditional 
menu takes hearty pub fare, such as fish 
and chips, to an elevated level, with 
freshly-caught fish and chunky, crisp, yet 
fluffy, chips. The locally-famous bacon jam 
also comes rather highly recommended. 

Each of the refined country-style 
bedrooms has its own separate entrance 
and a soothing colour scheme. Across the 
road, the Barnsley Spa and Skincare 
Centre offers a range of relaxing treatments 
(best to book in advance). For a luxurious 
treat of a completely different kind, enjoy a 
film in a 30-seat cinema, which can be 
found just along the road at Barnsley 
House (also owned by the same hotel 
group). For extra comfort, the cinema 
chairs are double size, and pre- or post- 
drinks, canapés and entertainment add yet 
more glamour to an exclusive evening.     
thevillagepub.co.uk
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THE PUNCH BOWL INN 
CROSSTHWAITE, CUMBRIA
Set in a rural Lake District location, The 
Punch Bowl Inn is an enchanting mix of 
old and new, with antiques and classic 
contemporary furnishing. The menu shows 
off traditional flavours and the latest 
techniques, whilst modern-country style 
rooms offer pure comfort, with underfloor 
heating, limestone floors and, in the Noble 
bedroom, luxurious twin roll-top baths.  
the-punchbowl.co.uk

THE HORSE GUARDS INN 
TILLINGTON, SUSSEX
This current Sussex ‘Pub of the Year’ got its 
name from the household Cavalry’s regular 
visits during the 1840s. A daily-changing 
menu reflects fresh produce sourced from 
the vegetable patch, hedgerows or the coast. 
Locally-made toiletries, Egyptian cotton 
towels and home-baked biscuits await in 
each of the cosy cottage-style bedrooms. 
thehorseguardsinn.co.uk

THE STAGG INN 
KINGTON, HEREFORDSHIRE 
With dried hops and vintage jugs lining 
the traditional beamed ceiling, this rustic 
Herefordshire pub is much more than a 
local waterhole. The Stagg was the first 
British pub to be awarded a Michelin Star 
in 2001, which it has retained ever since. 
Choose between a room in the vicarage, 
with its own elegant sitting room, or above 
the pub itself in en-suite accommodation. 
thestagg.co.uk

THE MILK HOUSE 
SISSINGHURST, KENT 
Situated in the county of Kent, The Milk 
House has a good view across Sissinghurst 
village and the surrounding orchards. 
Originally a sixteenth-century hall house, 
the four bedrooms have a classic style. 
Downstairs, dine on a simple menu of pub 
favourites or enjoy a more sophisticated 
three-course menu in the dining room. 
themilkhouse.co.uk

THE TALBOT INN  
MELLS, SOMERSET
This traditional coaching inn is full of 
surprises, such as the chance to book a 
relaxing massage in your room. Prices start 
from a very reasonably £95 for a small 
room and breakfast. Each bedroom 
features Siberian goose-down duvets,  
Welsh blankets and the inn’s own range of 
natural toiletries. If inspired by the menu, 
the inn’s cookery school provides courses. 
talbotinn.com

THE FEATHERED NEST  
NETHER WESTCOTE, OXFORDSHIRE
Since opening in 2010, The Feathered Nest 
has won a plethora of awards, including the 
Good Hotel Guide’s 2015 Gastro Pub of the 
Year. Seasonal food is served with panoramic 
views of the Evenlode Valley and an award-
winning wine list. Each of the four airy 
bedrooms comes with handmade chocolates 
and freshly-baked biscuits to nibble on. 
thefeatherednestinn.co.uk  n FE
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FOR THOSE WHO APPRECIATE
THE DIFFERENCE

www.valegardenhouses.com
+44(0)1476 564433

UK  ·   IRELAND  ·   CHANNEL ISLANDS  ·   EUROPE
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www.tigermothlighting.com
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Fully compatible with under floor heating
Every board is entirely planed by hand

Carefully aged and polished by hand to simulate years of wear
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Fabric is something I adore. Mr M often 
jokes that were he to stand still long enough 
he would find himself upholstered in a lovely 
chintz. Of course, as with so many of my 

passions, he cannot see what all the fuss is about. 
Shopping for fabric is amongst my favourite 

pastimes; I enjoy it even more, perhaps, than shopping 
for shoes. On occasions in the past, I have required 
that Mr M accompany me and he described the 
experience as a special kind of hell. Needless to say  
I stopped taking him, the quid pro quo being that  
he must in return spend the time on something 
constructive. Last week, when I felt the urge to run  
up some curtains for the drawing room, I implored 
that he remove, once and for all, the gearbox of a 1964 
Austin Healey that has graced the far end of the 
kitchen table for longer than I care to remember. 

Fabric can be expensive, so it is important to get it 
right first time and, if feeling nervous or unsure about 
a purchase, then it pays to employ an interior designer. 
Mistakes are easily made and almost always impossible 
to live with. Over the years, I have seen a fair few. 

Amongst the worst was that of a dear friend who 
spent a small fortune on an undeniably gorgeous ditsy 
print. Sadly, rather than using it for cushion covers, 
she upholstered an entire sofa in it. It was so awful  
that those sitting opposite often reported feeling quite 
dizzy. In the end she bought a vastly expensive white 
throw and it spent the rest of its days looking a little 
like a cartoon ghost. This was doubly sad as it was  
a rather expensive piece that had been passed down  
by her husband’s decidedly snooty family. 

Scale is all-important; a big print in a tiny room can 
look utterly overwhelming and a tiny print will be lost 
in an enormous space. Another of my golden rules is 

to buy more fabric than you think you actually need. 
After all, few things look worse than curtains where 
fabric has been scrimped on. When choosing a floral 
pattern or stripe, be mindful of the repeat as this tends 
to require more fabric than imagined. Left over fabric 
can always be used for cushion covers.

If buying rather expensive fabric, try to steer away 
from something high fashion. It will quickly date and 
it will be infuriating to see it repeated in the homes of 
friends and acquaintances. There was a point in time 
when clock motifs where prevalent and another when 
it seemed impossible to escape from fabric featuring 
various dog breeds. We all thought we were being 
frightfully original, but had somehow managed to 
choose exactly the same thing. In the end we took to 
blaming the children or the nanny for their choice and 
it all became rather unseemly. 

When a particular pattern becomes ubiquitous, 
companies selling cheaper fabrics will invariably copy 
it. My advice is that if decorating a room on a budget, 
go for an original pattern from a lesser-known 
company, rather than a cheap copy of an expensive 
one. A copy will never look as good as the original and 
will always feel like 
a compromise. 

It also pays to 
think carefully 
about how both  
the fabric and the 
room is used. A sofa 
upholstered in 
gorgeous silk will  
not last long in a 
house where the 
dog is positively 
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Mrs Minerva Writes...

BELOW RIGHT 
Adorned with an 
iconic 1920s design, 
this velvet cushion 
will add colour and 
interest to neutral 
sofas and armchairs. 
Flying Ducks cushion, 
£150, Mulberry Home 
at John Lewis



The art of

CHOOSING 
NEW FABRICS
Passionate about quintessential English 
customs, our incognito columnist reminds us 
to do the best things in life in the most elegant 
fashion, always with a twinkle in her eye
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welcomed on the furniture. When I was newly married 
and starting out, I saved up and bought some rather 
wonderful hand-painted fabric. I could not afford 
much, but had set my heart on making a couple of 
cushions for the bedroom. Sadly, I left the fabric 
wrapped up on the kitchen dresser and Mr M, who 
decided our very new spaniel puppy needed a bit more 
in the way of home comforts, got our daily help to run 
it up into a cushion for his basket. When I returned I 
could have wept. For a moment I considered trying to 
salvage it, but as everyone knows it is all but impossible 
to remove the smell of wet dog from anything.

I firmly believe in the less-is-more approach when  
it comes to interiors. If choosing to have patterned 
walls, then a plain fabric is the way to go – and vice 
versa. After all, clashing patterns are the route to 
recurring migraines. Prints and weaves can look rather 
good together and sometimes a surprising mix of 
colour can work well. I cannot stress the importance  
of samples. Most good fabric houses will either give, 
loan or sell generously-sized samples that make it easy 
to see exactly how a pattern will work in a room. 

If living in an old, badly insulated house then 
curtains take on great significance. They are not simply 
there to keep out prying eyes or to look good. They are 
often the last defence against miserable winter 
evenings spent shivering on the sofa. Do get advice 
from a professional as to which fabric (and lining) will 
best keep out draughts. When we first moved into our 
house I could not understand why there was a curtain 
rail half a foot from the front door. As soon as the 
snow settled on the ground, however, all became clear 
and I immediately called in help and had a lovely 
heavy curtain made. It still keeps out the cold now. 

Finally, I do think it is considerate to give a thought 
to one’s husband. I am all for a pretty bedroom, but  
I think it rather unfair when I see friends’ bedrooms 
and imagine their rugby-playing spouses emerging each 
morning from a room that would make Barbara 
Cartland think twice. Much nicer, at least, to give him 
a chance to object before buying something 
spectacularly floral, however divine.  n

LESSER KNOWN RESOURCES
Discover fabric gems at outlets better 
known to professionals

TISSUS D’HÉLÈNE
A boutique showroom specialising in artisanal fabrics from across 
the world, Tissus d’Hélène is wonderful for those looking for truly 
special fabrics and lots of useful advice, too. Helen Cormack, the 
company’s founder, is passionate about print, so one will find a 
large and diverse collection of fabric. It is also possible to  
commission custom-made fabrics for specific projects. As a trade 
resource, it is not possible for the average person to shop here, 
but, instead, advise one’s interior decorator to do so. 
tissusdhelene.co.uk

An absolute favourite of the trade, Redloh House Fabrics is also 
open to retail clients and is the perfect place to see unusual 
collections, gain inspiration and get valuable help and advice. 
Amongst my favourites in the current collections are the deliciously 
coloured delicate prints from Astrid & Rudolf.  
redlohhousefabrics.com

REDLOH HOUSE FABRICS

Mrs Minerva Writes...

DE LE CUONA
Bernie de Le Cuona loves creating beautiful fabrics, which is why 
her designs are always in demand by some of the world’s best 
decorators. I especially love using her fabrics for curtains – there is 
a richness that works so well in a Georgian house. I also adore that 
she uses artisan techniques to create her designs and am currently 
coveting a particular paisley design, which I am determined to use 
in one of our spare bedrooms. 
delecuona.co.uk 

CLAREMONT FURNISHING FABRICS COMPANY

Since it opened in 1931, Claremont has been the go-to destination 
for London’s decorators and interior designers. With showrooms in 
the capital, New York and Los Angeles, it is the perfect place to 
find beautiful and unusual fabrics. It is only open to the trade, but it 
is possible to arrange a visit with a decorator and it really is well 
worth it as they hold a considerable amount of stock, as well as 
some unique and inspirational fabrics. 
claremontfurnishing.com

LEFT Self-patterend 
prints always look 
effortlessly smart. 
Cushions in  
Thompson Paisley, 
£72 a metre, Hodsoll 
McKenzie at  
Zimmer + Rohde
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Peppercorn 
House

Beautiful s  furnishings,  
upholster e.

Fine furniture, Fabrics  
& Wallpapers

We o autiful range of 
so upholstery 
& accessor  
combination with our stunning 
furniture, lovingly hand painted 
in our workshop.

f selling?

Take our Interior design and 
property staging services to ensure 
you are market ready and achieve 
full market value, and you have 
everything you could want all in 
one place.

01325 788245 or 07961 967070   
www.peppercornhouse.com
Hurworth Grange,  
41 Hurworth Road, 
Hurworth Place,  
Darlington DL2 2BN

To experience furniture at its finest visit us in store
0191 237 1303   WWW.DELCOR.CO.UK

NORTHUMBERLAND | LONDON | HARROGATE | LINCOLNSHIRE | CHESHIRE

EST.1967

S O F A S  O F  D I S T I N C T I O N
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TEL 01424 431809
EMAIL tracey.hayden12@btinternet.com
WEB www.haydencarpets.org.uk

J Hayden Carpets

NATURAL 
RUGS

J Hayden carpets has over 20 years experience in the making 
of bespoke rugs in Sisal, Seagrass and Coir.

Natural rugs can be bordered with a range of cotton tapes.

Samples on request.
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Over 35 years of quality British craftsmanship
Extensive fabric and customisation options
Luxury 14cm deep mattresses on all our sofa beds
Exceptional value compared to the high street

Sofa Beds | Sofas | Beds

The Downton Sofa/Sofa Bed in Textured Chenille Duck Egg

Call 0845 468 0577
or visit willowandhall.co.uk/english 
to request free samples, a catalogue

and showroom informati on
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Coming 
next month

ON SALE 7 OCTOBER
With the nights drawing in, pull up a chair by the fire and 

enjoy our November issue, where we focus on cosy interiors 
and home buys that set an inviting mood

• Discover stylish ways to add warmth and ambience to every room 
• Support British makers, for whom craftsmanship comes first

• Prepare for entertaining with our beautiful buys for dining in style 
PLUS: Try the best home scents & the new subtle bohemian looks

theenglishhome.co.uk

Annie Phillips 
Tel 020 8458 6620 
anniephillips.co.uk

Arcadia Restoration 
Tel 020 8949 5775 
thedecorcafe.com/business/
arcadia-restoration/

Atwill Stone Company 
Tel 01179 505024 
atwillstone.co.uk

Barry Bowhill 
Tel 01489 891558

Brills Farm 
Tel 07947 136228 
admin@brillsfarm-
bedandbreakfast.co.uk 

David Carden interior design 
Tel 01367 810501 
davidcarden.net

Douglas Mackie 
Tel 020 7487 3295 
dmackiedesign.com

The Fountayne Interiors 
Tel 07791 081691 
thefountayne.com

French Finds 
Tel 01270 842445 
frenchfinds.co.uk

Jocelyn Burton 
Tel 020 7405 3042 
jocelynburton.com

Johnstone’s paint 
Tel 01924 354354 
johnstonespaint.com

Madson Black 
Tel 020 7856 2085 
madsonblack.com 

Nicholas Haslam 
Tel 020 7730 8623 
nicholashaslam.com

Sims Hilditch 
01249 783087 
simshilditch.com

Swans of Oakham  
Tel 01572 724364 
swansofoakham.co.uk

Titian Studios 
Tel 020 8222 6600 
titianstudios.co.uk

W Sitch & Company 
Tel 020 7437 3776 
wsitch.co.uk

ADDRESS 
BOOK
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To advertise call +44 (0) 207 349 3700  or email: info@chelseamagazines.com

Directory

BATHROOMS & KITCHENS

Visit us at www.theenglishhome.co.uk

www.devolkitchens.co.uk - 01509 261000

DIRECTORY
TO ADVERTISE CONTACT LAURENCE BALDWIN ON 01242 216093 

LAURENCE.BALDWIN@ARCHANT.CO.UK
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ACCESSORIES

My Leather Manbag

“Hello darkness, my 
old friend, this could be 
the start of a beautiful 
relationship”.

Contact: 0333 1234 104   
www.myleathermanbag.com

How about one of the stylish bags 
made from the finest leather. 
My Leather Manbag’s fine travel 
companion, like true love, will 
last a lifetime. Featured is the 17 
inch Cargo Bag (£175) perfect for 
day to day use.

To receive a 15% 
discount across 

the site use NS15 
at checkout. Free 

Delivery

ANTIQUES

BEDROOMS

www.snug-interiors.com   �   01730 894 754

Beds, mattresses, bed linen, furniture, sofa beds and home accessories

*Feefo Independent Reviews ratings as of April 2015

From the home  
of Bespoke bedlinens
Luxury  
lambswool  
and cashmere  
blankets

0845 226 7388  
www.yorkshiremillshops.com 

FURNITURE AND JOINERY

www.englanderline.com
0044 (0) 203 441 6160
0044 (0) 78 7203 1136

sales@englanderline.com

•  High End Furniture
•  Made to Measure Curtains

•  Handmade Accessories
•  Custom made orders 

BEDROOMS

ACCOMMODATION

Located on the picturesque coastline of Morecambe bay within easy  
reach of the Lake District. Enjoy a relaxing spring break, a garden of 

blossoming colours, magnificent views & award winning food awaits you. 
Re-opening March 25th following winter refurbishments.

Clare House

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.ukInspectors’ Choice Hotel 

Spode Indian Sporting Jug
Antique, collectable and new china for 

dining, kitchen, bathroom & gi�s.
Spode, Burleigh, Portmeirion, Johnson 

Bros & Churchill specialists.
We ship safely and quickly worldwide.

www.blueandwhite.com
Lovers of Blue & White EH23 Steeple
Morden, Royston, SG8 0RN, England

May we invite you to the coastal resort of Grange over Sands, within easy 
reach of the Lake District, and to stay at our comfortable hotel overlooking 

the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay.
April 25th-July 3rd  Any 4-night break from £361.00pp D,B&B.

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

Clare House

Inspectors’ Choice Hotel 

Clare House
May we invite you to the coastal resort of Grange over Sands, within easy 

reach of the Lake District, and to stay at our comfortable hotel 
overlooking the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay.

October 3rd - December 14th.
Autumn & Winter Breaks, Any 4-nights from £337.00 pp, D,B&B.

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

May we invite you to the coastal resort of Grange over Sands, within easy 
reach of the Lake District, and to stay at our comfortable hotel overlooking 

the picturesque coastline of Morecambe Bay.
April 25th-July 3rd  Any 4-night break from £361.00pp D,B&B.

Park Road, Grange-over-Sands, LA11 7HQ
Tel. 015395 33026.  www.clarehousehotel.co.uk

Clare House

Inspectors’ Choice Hotel 

A gift to remember;  
the Mustang Crazy Horse  
Briefcase (£99) - a classic  

design that will last.

Contact 0333 1234 104
www.myleathermanbag.com

My Leather Manbag

Constructed from the finest leather its  
16 inch length makes it perfectly sized for 

day to day use.
Our reviews speak for themselves:

“Old School Quality. Delighted with it. Many 
comments passed about it including that it must 

have cost a fortune.” Les T.

Please use 

code EH15 at 

checkout for 

15% discount 

on all bags.

Free delivery

ACCESSORIES

BEDROOMS
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FLOORING SERVICE

DAYS OUT

Call or visit 
the web for 
stockists.

>  Keeps the NATURAL look of the wood!

>  Hardwearing, water and dirt-resistant

>   Perfect for light-coloured wood species.

>   Highest coverage of any oil 
on the market

>  Clear, raw fi nish

Untreated Wood Polyx-Oil Effect Raw

Polyx-Oil Effect Raw could be your answer

+44 (0)1296 481 220

Looking for the 
untreated look?
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Looking for the 
untreated look?

FLOORING SERVICE

Discover and explore  
a hidden industry

   

FREE ENTRY

OPEN MONDAY  

TO SATURDAY 

9:30AM TO 5:00PM

Meare Green Court, Stoke St Gregory, Taunton, TA3 6HY 

www.englishwillowbaskets.co.uk

�   The Lemon Tree Coffee House 
�   Craft studios and Willow Products Shop 
�   Guided Tours 
�   Outside Classroom 
�   Unique Basket Museum 
�   Wetlands Exhibition 
�   Willow & Wetlands Walks 

Coates English Willow
w i l l o w s  &  w e t l a n d s  v i s i t o r  c e n t r e

CONSERVATORY BLINDS

www.conservatoryblinds.co.uk
0800 071 88 88
     Call now or visit our inspirational website

conservatory
BLINDS limited

™

Britain’s favourite family-owned specialists

conservatory™

Make the most of your conservatory...

    
  25% OFF
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For more information visit us at www.theenglishhome.co.uk    When calling the UK from North America, 
dial the country code ‘011 44’ and drop the first ‘0’ in the UK phone number

FURNITURE AND JOINERY

GIFTS AND FURNISHINGS

Garden furniture, lighting, cushions, oilcloth, table linen, bedding and much more

Heart of the Country Village, Nr Lichfield 01543 481414
Inspirationally FrenchGarden furniture, lighting, cushions, oilcloth, table linen, bedding and much more

Heart of the Country Village, Nr Lichfield 01543 481414
Inspirationally French

www.lamaisonbleue.co.uk
Garden furniture, lighting, cushions, oilcloth, table linen, bedding and much more

Heart of the Country Village, Nr Lichfield 01543 481414
Inspirationally French

www.lamaisonbleue.co.uk
Garden furniture, lighting, cushions, oilcloth, table linen, bedding and much more

Heart of the Country Village, Nr Lichfield 01543 481414
Inspirationally French

www.lamaisonbleue.co.uk

FURNITURE AND JOINERY

QUALITY LEATHER SOFAS AND CHAIRS DIRECT 
FROM THE FACTORY

NEW VINTAGE CAMBRIDGE 3 SEATER SOFA
WAS £1599 - NOW £1099

NEW FROM THOMAS LLOYD

FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE

CALL 01443 771222 or click
www.thomaslloyd.com

TLL2481_TLL2481  19/08/2015  11:22  Page 1

www.kirkdale.co.uk
FOR A FREE BROCHURE CALL 01495 243999

T�DITIONALLY
THE FINEST FURNITURE

DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

Windsor 3 seater
sofa was £849 -

NOW ONLY £699

120 x 99 WINDSOR _Layout 1  19/08/2015  11:14  Page 1
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MISCELLANEOUS TILING

All of our furniture is hand built to order in the UK using the
finest quality fabrics and leathers. Choose from an extensive 

range of standard contemporary and traditional models, 
including different 

All models can 
Chesterfield styles and chaise longues. 

be made-to-measure to suit individual 
requirements using one of the UK’s widest choice of leather 
and fabric. All standard furniture is normally delivered to UK 

mainland within 6-8 weeks from order time.

The Handmade Sofa Company, Unit 4, Manor Farm Business Centre,
Gussage St Michael, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 5HT.

TEL: 01258 841414 
www.handmadesofacompany.co.uk

THE HANDMADE
 SOFA COMPANY

ISSUES
FOR £3 3

For more information visit us at www.theenglishhome.co.uk    When calling the UK from North America,
dial the country code ‘011 44’ and drop the first ‘0’ in the UK phone number
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MISCELLANEOUS

THE HANDMADE SOFA COMPANY
All of our furniture is hand built to order in the UK using the finest
quality fabrics and leathers. Choose from an extensive range of
standard contemporary and traditional models, including different
Chesterfield styles and chaise longues. All models can be made-
to-measure to suit individual requirements using one of the UK’s
widest choice of leather and fabric. All standard furniture is
normally delivered to UK mainland within 4-6 weeks from order
time.

The Handmade Sofa Company, Unit 4, Manor Farm Business Centre,
Gussage St Michael, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 5HT.

Tel 01258 841414 
www.handmadesofacompany.co.uk

www.alifewithaview.com

A View of England - The Cottage 

Green, bright notes of rosemary and 
bergamot segue into a beautiful garden, 
filled with an enthralling bouquet of sweet 
pea, lilac and wisteria, atop a base of woods, 
amber and a hint of smoke. Creates a perfect 
impression of a rural retreat. An architectural 
fragrance for the 21st Century.

FURNITURE AND JOINERY

Visit us at www.theenglishhome.co.uk
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For more information visit us at www.theenglishhome.co.uk    When calling the UK from North America, 
dial the country code ‘011 44’ and drop the first ‘0’ in the UK phone number

To advertise in the 
English Home 

please call 
+44 (0) 20 7349 3700  

or email: info@
chelseamagazines.com

FURNITURE AND JOINERY

GIFTS AND FURNISHINGS

POSTBOXES & SIGNS

SERVICE

PUBLISHERS PUBLISHERS 

Submissions and 
samples welcomed.

All work considered, 
no agent required.

TILES

LONDON 
PUBLISHER
WILL ARRANGE 

PUBLICATION OF  
YOUR BOOK

Printing works also undertaken
Letter only in the first instance to: 

The Editor, New Millennium
34 South Molton Street

London W1K 5RG

www.newmillenniumpublishers.com
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For more information visit us at www.theenglishhome.co.uk    When calling the UK from North America,
dial the country code ‘011 44’ and drop the first ‘0’ in the UK phone number

MISCELLANEOUS

Margaret Taylor Artist. 
Bespoke Hand Painted Tiles 

Tel: 01507 343536
Brand New E-commerce Site! Visit www.�eTaylorTrilogy.co.uk
www.TheMargaretTaylorCollection.co.uk

Limited Edition Printed Tiles

TILES TEXTILES AND FABRICS
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Great value, better cover:
what could be simpler?
To help you protect your home and garden and save you money, The English Home
has negotiated preferential rates with leading insurance brokers SmithGreenfield. 
High Value Home insurance cover can be very beneficial to readers whose homes 
are valued at over £250,000 or whose contents are worth more than £50,000

R eaders of The English Home could  
save on their current premiums and 
improve the scope of their home 

insurance cover by changing to a specialist  
High Value Home insurance policy, via brokers 
SmithGreenfield. 

These policies can offer many benefits over  
a standard, high-street policy for readers whose 
home’s rebuilding costs are valued at over 
£250,000, or whose contents are worth more 
than £50,000. Claims are handled promptly and 
full accidental damage cover is included. 

We recommend readers to contact 
SmithGreenfield for a quotation before their 
present insurance policy expires. There is a good 
chance that the cover will be greater and the 
premium less than you currently pay. Plus, there 
is a special discount of up to 10 per cent for 
readers of The English Home. 

“I am delighted I moved my house insurance to 
SmithGreenfield. It has saved me over £2,000  
a year.” Mr PD, Hook, Hampshire

SPECIAL BENEFITS
• Specialist restoration & depreciation 
cover for antiques and fine art
•  Specialist cover for garden plants, 

furniture & statuary
• Worldwide ‘all risks’ possessions cover
•  ‘New for old’ replacement
• Agreed value settlements for  
valuable items

For a free quote or more information, tel: 0844 873 3919
or visit www.smithgreenfield.co.uk and go to the private clients’ page

The English Home & Garden insurance offer is administered by SmithGreenfield Services plc, who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

10%
discount 

for The  
English Home  

readers

THE ENGLISH HOME INSURANCE OFFER
Up to

TEH UK AUG15 Insurance ad.indd   65 18/06/2015   09:39
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As the first retrospective exhibition of John 
Hinchcliffe’s work launches in Salisbury this 
October, we take a look at the legacy he left 
behind in the form of the family business

When artists John Hinchcliffe and Wendy Barber 
joined forces in 1980, their range of studio 
ceramics soon became hugely popular. Their 
traditional English country designs were sold in 

Harrods, Harvey Nichols and John Lewis, with production made 
under licence in Stoke-on-Trent by Saville Pottery. However, after 
the couple married in 1991, they started to witness the demise in 
the British ceramic industry and moved to Normandy for six years 
before finally returning to England. 

After the untimely death of John Hinchcliffe in 2010, Barber 
and their daughter, Georgia, are now setting the wheels in motion 
once again and carrying on the company name with the help of 
extensive design archives. “We revived the brand about 18 months 
ago,” says Georgia. “We try to stay true to the organic way my 
parents started the brand. They’ve got all this beautiful work that 
I’ve seen them create over the years and I felt it would be a shame 
for it not to be produced.”

Today’s designs are still based on the Hinchcliffe & Barber 
originals, reflecting their perpetual appeal. “We have a huge 
archive and it did seem that John worked well ahead of the move 
and had a knack for knowing what was coming,” says Barber. 

“We go through the archive and decide what our look is going 
to be for the forthcoming year,” Georgia adds. “We play with scale 
and colour; something from 1989 might look a bit garish now!”

With Hinchcliffe’s accessible designs back in the market place, 
this October will also see the launch of the retrospective exhibition 
John Hinchcliffe: the definitive works of a decorative artist, which runs 
from 10 October to 16 January 2016 at the Salisbury Museum in 
Wiltshire. “Choosing favourite pieces [to be included within the 
exhibition] has been hard,” says Barber. “There are one-off ceramic 
pieces and those that have been done for industry, as well as 
illustrations, paintings and prints. It covers a great deal of areas. It 
will put Hinchcliffe & Barber into its historical perspective.”  n
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Authentically 
ENGLISH

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP Over the next 12 months, the original ceramic 
shapes created by Hinchcliffe & Barber in the 1980s will be reintroduced.
Placemats and coasters complement ceramic designs.
The mother and daughter duo are currently expanding the brand by 
licencing designs to textile company Paul Bristow for a range of bags.
Founders John Hinchcliffe and Wendy Barber.
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Over 100 superb ocean and river cruises all together in our 
new Cruise Compendium brochure and special offers on 
selected cruises if booked by the 30 September 2015!*

■   Double onboard credit on selected
Fred. Olsen holidays

■   Included special dining packages with 
Norwegian Cruise Line

■   Book a Mediterranean Voyages to Antiquity cruise and 
receive a £50 Amazon gift voucher

■  Savings up to £1600 per person on selected itineraries
■  Special offers for solo travellers
■  Plus many more!

Th e new ‘directory’ of 
award-winning Titan ocean 
and river cruise holidays

†Excludes Scottish islands and Sark. *T’s & C’s apply. Calls free from BT landlines, mobiles may vary. 

To request a brochure visit titantravel.co.uk or call 

free on 0800 988 5918 quoting EH3 1FC

DOOR TO DOOR 
VIP home transfers included 
free on every holiday†

SPECIAL OFFERS
including dining packages 
and double onboard credit

SAVE UP TO £1600pp
and special offers for 
solo travellers

WINNER OF
19 AWARDS



H U M P H R E Y M U N S O N
B e a u t i f u l   H a n d m a d e   K i t c h e n s

I n t e r i o r s  .  F u r n i t u r e  .  F l o o r i n g
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